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Ithaca College 
~a. New York 
ThePre-registratio,tBlUes ... 
Students take time out _from Frisbee play· to· f!ei course cards sq{ned. 
·- .,,.. . .,.! .. - : 
Concert Gets Financial Boost 
By Deborah Katz 
"Compensation is (now to be) The outdoor concert received a 
·based on 1736 of the academic significant rmancial ·boost Tues-
salary for teaching one credit day night as Student Congress 
duripg-the summer," said John voted to loan its organizers 
Shisler. He added that, ·"we $3,000 for - programming pur-
must adhere to those regula- poses. The concert· will be held 
tions." The regulations are those on the afternoon of May 1 
to accomodate ALS. 
In the past week an under-
standing has been reached be: 
tween the BOC and ALS, with 
ALS expressing a preference for 
the booking of The Crown 
Heights Affair. This group costs 
$2,500 and the additional ex-
penses involved in this arrange-
ment caused the $3,000 loan to be 
necessary. Pure Prairie LeaJrUe · 
con4inaed on P8'te 2. -
This summer will include a 
four-week session. followed by 
one two-week session ("mini-ses-
sion"). The last session will ;_un 
for four weeks until the dose of 
the program in August. A limit 
of twelve credits has been 
designated as the maximum' 
number a student can accumu-
late. 
set down by the New York Stllte of the Garden Apartmen"s. 
Commisioner of Regulations. Bureau of Concerts Chair-
Director John Shisler fe'els person Howard Bloom intro-
that the program will be· more duced_the mQtion for the loan as a 
Business Chanies Ahead 
· The number oi courses has 
been cut back. The average of 
160 .courses .offered .in the_past 
has been reduced to 130 courses. 
"Many (courses) had· four or less 
students in the·m," cited Shisler. 
· In 1968 a suryey w~ started 
_ _by the North American Associa-
tion of Summer Sessions. It 
began to compare' vari!>us sum-
mer programs. It has been 
extended: A task · force was 
formulated in 1976 to~ compare 
I.C.'s summer program to those 
of other institutions. It indicates 
that I.C. - has experienced a . 
decline in enrollment. This 
"acadeJI1ically sound" and "finan- · result of the action taken by, By Donna L. Comegys 
cially equitable." Faculty and Congress last week to provide . 
!,tu~~n~s."".~11.be aski:d ~o part~ci- the Afro-Latin Society with The Ithaca College Business 
pate.in evaluating the program: · input equal to· the BOC in-the· .. School ·is ·in for some changes 
They will b~ urged to make scheduli'ng of the concert. At the next _semester. The most 
recommendations for change.· time _last week's action was important of those changes is the 
Becau1,e of these recent altera- taken, the BOC had reached an replacement of their dean, Aniel-
tions, Shisler feels that the unofficial commitment with the lo Massa, who is stepping down 
Ithaca College Summer. Session - Pure Prairie League group and from his position as of June 30. 
looks more promising~ did .not have the funds available Dean Massa was a professor here 
SCientists To Lecture 
severely affects the economic Exploring "The Mind" will be 
situation of the program. Our the theme of Ithaca College's 
tuition rate has been higher than . C.P. Snow Spring Lecture Ser-
the national average bf private· ies, a series designed to bring 
. · - schools, usually ranging fI'o m $25 noteworthy -scientists to the 
to $100 per credit. I.C. has College to describe· · their re, 
decided to reduce the tuition rate search. 
in S202 on the Ithaca College 
campus, free and open to_ the 
public. 
· .Putnam~ · during the last 
t\\'.enty-two years, has 'taught at 
T and Harvard. He has 
published many papers in math-
ematical journals, written phil-
osophy of Logic, a book on the 
philosophy of mathematics, and 
conducted research in the philos-
ophy of science; including studies 
in artifici.tl intelligence and con-
temporoary philosophy of langu- · 
age. 
10 per cent ($~ per credit hour). ·· Hilary Putnam, ·a philosoph-
>· thus placing us· closer to .the er of science at Harvard Univer: 
natiQ~ average, _ sity. will speak on "Mind and 
Dr. Weil is a graduate of the . 
at the college before taking his 
present position and plans to 
resume teaching. Massa admit-
ted.candidly, "I would rather_ be 
a career teacher than a career · 
administrator." 
Presently there is no search 
committee working toward the 
selection of a new dean. When 
questioned about their input into 
the selection process, several 
members of the Business Faculty 
replied that they knew little of 
the mechanics for selection. All 
of them said they had been told 
there would be definite faculty 
input into the decision, however 
what form this input will take 
has remained questionable. 
Dean Massa described the "pro-
cedure for dean selection, ex-
John .Shisler explained that Body" on T,hursday, April' 14; 
·our method of faculty compensa- Dr. Andrew Weil, a research 
tion was differenftllan that used associate in ethnoj>harmacology . 
by· othe~ private ·institutions. : ·at Harvard_ -.University,' will·.: 
U11til this year, facutt.Y me~bers' _- . discuss '.'Mind -in Body; 'Body ·_in-
~:· - 'iOcomes .were based: on the · Mind" on Wednesday. April 20;· 
.::. · number <it-students ·e~rolled in and·Jo~eph Weizenbaum,.a pro- ·. 
::: : : their ~urses. ihus, som~ ,faculty . ·r~ssor: . or computer -~cientes- at: ,_ 
·, . .;: .. ntember$·-were deciiivirig exh~r-. ·th~. M;assac~uset~: ln~titute· _of·. 
Harvard Medical School and in 
addition to his post at Harvard 
Medical School and in addition to 
/J\is post ·at Harvard, is self-em- -
ployed as a writer, lecturer and 
. plaining_ that the first appoint-
ment will be made by President 
Whalen. This apP.ointment will 
be temporary and become effect-
ive on July 1. The formal and· 
permanent appointment. will ~ 
made through the process of · a 
search committee which will be 
formed in the Fall or '77. 
The question that should be 
asked at this stage is, "What are 
the chances of 'the temporarily 
ap~inted individual being se-
cured permanently in the posi-
tion as was the case with Provost 
Frank Falcone and · Oeaii·· of · ./· · bitantpay·and.othershµldequate. __ Teetin·o10~\,Villtalk,~~Jlt .. '!Com~:-.. 
,. ··"~, .. :·'_~2wth·~~nods~~~;lf\.·.:;::~ty;~tnt~~!!;:>yffp·~t~!/.'i·.-:.: ..... ~~ ·. . . 
.• . ..u,:;.11~-,~- e m"'w,. ..~ . y. _ _ . . _ . . . . ~ . , .· . . 
· :?>:; -'··o.ther··~oals.: _. The .;academi_e· . AU:~hree lectures will,~'at.~8 P~.--~: three instit'uUoiis. ~in·ceton,.MI 
.Jfi1:1:!l~:7t··. ~.~···.··.· > .. ,-~:.C"·.,: . :' .. · .. ·. · .. ·· ··•·· 
: consultant of psycho-active drug-
. sand plants, natural and preven-
tiv~ .medicine· and altered .states 
·o.f consciousness .. · · He· .has a 
-part-time. ex~riJn~ntal, practice 
-~f prev~ntion 'and. herbal ruedj-
. cu_ie near!rucson, ~on~ .. 
'\ ,. __ 
· Humanities ancl Sciences, Tom 
Longin"? These: oobicidental 
. eoa.dnued on page 15 
<, 
'\ 
'. 
: .\ 3.~,~~---:-~·\It;:l-'~h~~,-:~:,;-sfij1""7,-\i'J~-·· -~ -· -- · · 
.;. ''j~t.; ,'.\, ,,•JI. ll'ttl \ ,fl!'~~:4-,X >•t• 
' •• .c • ... ... .. .,.:_,,.,,..,, .-, 
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Question Wh<lt would you like to 
see, if anything, changed about 
pre-registration? 
Hank Streeter Business '78 
. I'd like to see it set up in one 
place, like registration, and done 
over a two period. Also, I think 
that seniors should have first 
preference in the classes. 
./ 
Michael Henry Politics '80 
Classes which run on for more 
than one semester should run in 
sequence without pre-registra-
tion. 
William Mead Health Adm. '78 
Some p1·ovisions should ~e made 
for people who arc waiting for 
their loans so that they can 
Janet Schnelder Finance '79 
I'd have upperclassmen pre-reg-
ister before freshmen and soph-
omores. Also, have a centralized 
place as opposed to · different 
offices because they get too 
crowded. -
Mark Zweibon Bus. Adm. '79 
Roy Stockwell Business '79 
They should centralize pre-regis-
tration to make· it e_asier for 
students so, they don't have to 
run around;· Also, we think that 
the sections should be devised 
after pre-registration when the 
number of students interested in 
specific courses is definate. 
D • 
pre-register. Lon Levin Undecided '79 
_ · I think that instead of running 
Rich Siebert Psych. '77 
·. --':.;: around to different places, they 
: ·· should have it in the gym. They 
should also have more sections so 
. · tilcre wouldn't be a rush to be 
first in line. 
The advisors should have longer 
hours so that you can gel your 
cards signed. I'--·· ,: 
fi . / .. ~::;;,, 
·
11G~-~:~~ Pmn:~1Stu=•79 
. Thex should do it in order of class 
rank-juniors, sophomores, then 
freshmen, · and try to mee_l the 
s_tudents needs more. · · 
---. Lesley K•Jm.•os Comm. '79 
. .: ·. · ,·· They should abide by the rules 
· · and not sign non~majors on major 
. ,.:,; ,: sign-up.-day; and 'they 11houJd 
,,
1
~ -~ :,:· .. •. · hiure pre-registration_,by clus 
· : : .. ·,. :rank so.th~re won't be-such long 
·:.: · lines. 
'--· 
·LU.kOwitz· ···:· 
A'Stimulati"'I{ P~o.f ess()r '· 
By' ,Tracy SC'~roth 
"I have.this insatiable curiosity 
about things" says Jon Lasko-
witz. "rm excited about what I 
teach and I transmit the excite-
ment I feel to my students." 
Laskowitz is a professor of 
Sociology and is also Chainnan of 
the department. Not only is Jon 
Laskowitz extremely popular 
among students of Sociology, but 
he is very well liked and highly 
respected by many students at 
. Ithaca College. 
Laskowitz came to Ithaca 
College four years ago after 
. teaching Sociology part-time for 
five years at Queens College and 
the City University of New York. 
He did his undergraduate work 
at Queens College., receiving a 
degre in Psychology after. he 
added humorously, he switched 
majors three times. He went on 
to receive his masters degree in 
Sociology at the Graduate Center 
of C.U.N.Y. 
After his graduation, Las-
. kowitz became interested in 
Sociology while working within a 
"poverty" program at Queens 
College and decided, after one 
summer, to go to graduate school 
for Sociology. 
Compared to his past teach-
ing experience, Laskowitz finds 
· Ithaca College more open and 
· personal. He - feels · a special 
closeness to the students and 
likes to consider them not only as 
his students, but his friends. "I 
like to see my. students in 
different situations outsuk the 
classroom." Laskowitz feels that 
the student - teacher relationship 
should not be restricted to the 
classroom situation. "I get to see 
my students outside of school 
and this way they know I'm 
human ... I think that's why what 
I teach in the classroom works so 
well." .. 
· Laskowitz interest and in-
volvement in Sociology go be-
yond the classroom and he 
stresses the value and impor-
tance of his students getti~g 
outside experience and being 
able to apply what they ha\'.e 
learned to a "real life" situation. 
Last year Laskowitz taught 
., 
;I. .. Juvenile Delingueney" ~urse of Ithaca College, Laskowitz is 
in which he set up internships for optim~ic. "I firmly believe we 
students at the·Ne·w York State can do tremendous things here. 
Division for youth fatjlity'located He believes I.C. has a great deal 
in South· Lansing, N;Y. ·there of potential tliat is. not realized 
Jere about six or seven students by a large number of the Faculty 
chosen W intern each semester and students. "The quality stuff 
and they were expected to fulfill that's .happening; and there's 
most of the responsibilities of a plenty, should be recognized, 
regular·paid staff member. "This publicized, and rewarded." 
way ~he things the students A . major .problem at I.C., 
study in the classroom come believes Laskowitz, is the lack of 
alive ... the students realize that -communication and understand-
the things they learn Jn the ing between faculty administra-
i·~~ ...... .J... : l. .. • .:· .:;_:t 1/1' 
. ~~: g: f.:-. . i ~, :-_. .. ';} . 
tion and students. He believes 
'r:;,·; ,;1: · !·, • the whole advising system could· 
! ' fr:;: ~1· be D'1'eatly improved. Presently ::t:tif ( . ., • 
.i;; '. { ta he is writing a disse~ation 
. 1 :iii~:, ;i4j · entitled The Social Construction 
~;-::{ifj ·of Reality Among Students, 
~. ",-":. Faculty, and Administration. 
k .. i·;··i -~t; '.' --
: I \,,~~,;- t' I 
. 
...... ,n 
.; . ,~,., . · .,_:_. f Laskowitz feels that com·munica· 
. , tjon and understanding is vital to 
i • the successful functioning of the 
College. . "Each of the three 
gro'lps on Campus, in order for 
anything real to happen, must be 
aware of where each is coming 
from." • 
Photo by Frank Seller; 
classroom are real", says Lasko-
witz. 
Aside from being a professor 
and the Chairperson of the 
Sociology Department, Lasko-
witz serves on the Presidents 
Task Force which ·consists of five 
Faculty members, three admin-
istrators and two students and is 
responsible for evaluating the 
students, and is respoi;)sible for 
evaluating the students, and is 
resposible for evaluating the 
structure and direction of the 
College and proposing new ways 
to improve it. Laskowitz is also a 
member of the Executive Board 
of Youth Services located in 
Trumansburg which runs a 
Youth Center. It enables kids of 
all ages'\,, to ·be· in ·a:-situation 
where people care about them." 
Just recently Laskowitz was 
chosen as a Hearing Officer for 
he New York State Division for 
Youth Facilities. He will preside 
at the hearing of any youth 
whose transfer to a ~ighter 
se,curity Fa~ility is being consi-
dered. 
When discussing the future 
oooConcert 
~oe.d &oni'~g._1_ 
will be receiving -approximately 
$6,000 for their performance. 
Last week's motion to include 
ALS input in the outdoor concert 
.was passed after it misunder-
standing occured between ALS 
and the BOC on the booking of a 
concert for Black and Latin 
Cultural Weekend. Billy Joel has 
been booked for that weekend 
without the consultation of ALS, 
and participation in the outdoor 
concert was part of a compromise 
Congrees approved fo_r the two 
organ_izations·, -.,; · 
.It is not· yet ·certain ,whether 
The Crown Heights Affair will be 
booked for May 1;, since the 
contract with Pure Prairie 
League ·requires that they 
approve all acts that perform 
with them. Until this approval is 
given, no efforts can be made to 
sign The Crown Heights Affair. 
The reaction to the loan and 
com"'ad 9n Rgflll! ~? 
Around The World 
lnte·rnationa·l 
11-.• 
Israel's Prime Minister, Yib:hak Rahib; has 
announced that he will·not be a candidate for his 
· [ ,ahor Party's chief position come national elections 
in ~a,v. due to the ·recent· disclosure of illegal an 
overseas bank account held jointly with his wife; 
Mr. Rabin, who is forbidd~n to resign until May 
under Israel's "caretaker government" law, has 
paid a fine ·of $1.500 ·for his offense rather than 
conkst it in court as his wife is. 
The French Defense Ministry disclosed t._hat it 
presently has military-instructors in Zaire, ."but 
· only to teach the Zairian army how to use the 
French military equiP,ment" delivered under a May 
197 4 agreement. France is aiding Zaire, who is 
trying to repel an invasion by former Katangan 
rchels in the provin<:e of Shab~. 
. . 
~l·cretary of State, Cyrus · Vance, tolel a, 
('hinn,t· diplomat in Washington that "normalfaing 
rt•lations with Peking and an increase 'in 
('hi,wsc-American trade" are goal~ of.the Carter 
Administration. Coincidentally, a recent examina-
tion of former President Richard Nixon's fiies 
inclicatcd he had planned to seek "normali1.ation" in . 
hi~ second term. 
Andrew Young, the United :::itatcs diplomat to 
the United Nations. said at Washin~n news 
conforence, · that the "United 8_tates gets into 
di£ficulty in Africa because. it makes 'cold' war'· 
assessments of developments there based on a 
paranoia about Communism.'' 
National 
Tht• Unill'd 8tates warned the Soviet Union 
that (·ont inm•d violations of its new 200 mile fishing 
1.rnw could lt•:1d to ·a "worsening of our bilateral · 
n•lations." 'fhis message was in response to the 
( 'o:ist Guard's seizure of a Soyict fishing trawler 
and its escort. a refrigeration ship. over the 
•Wl'l'k(•itd. . 
. -
~enntor George McGovern, who was Just 
r«.-ccntly in Cuba o~ a Senate ju.i;i,ket, is seeking an 
appointment. with President, Carter· to urge. the 
repeul of the 16 year old ban on trade·wiih .Cuba as 
a way or norm.aliung· rt?lations .~et ween. the two . 
countries. · 
.... 
f'ormer chief counsel of the House Assasma-
tions Co~mittee. Richard ~prague. said publicly 
~thaL. hl· thinks- President Carter should. appoint a 
"Jll't'ial prosecutor to investigate the murders of 
,John Kenned~ and Martin Luther King. Sprague 
does nol think the Com.mittee will be successful in 
rinding the truth. 
In a .. decision con·cerning · their right to be . 
followers of· Reverend · Sun .- Myung : Moon's · '. : . 
UnificatiQn Churc~· five yo!)ng adults -were ;,- · 
recently freed ·from. the custody .. of their. parents ,}·1 · 
and a~~ing to ·a California appeals· court, i•they · : -~ .-
. 'ciin'·go"··wh~re"th,ey wanted:and·~as~iate, -With::\ .. :) 
'anyone." ', -. . ' . '.: . ,. ·,' ... ;;· : 
.-_ ..(,... 
-- :,"' ··- . ' .. ~ ' :.-.- ' 
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Try Jokini Aho;utltJfltHappe:rm§ To,Yollll · 
By-Onski 'killing nor 'iubmitting to the 
rapi;.t, !'Xt't'pt if it is thl' only way 
out. I k advocatl's calcu;att•d 
rcsi,-t!'nt'I' in t ht• form of st.ailing 
factors as compan•d t.o blind 
rcsistt•nt'l' 111 t hi' form of killing 
or submitting. "ThP kl'y 1,- not 
to fight but t.o diffusl' thl' fight." 
~toraska 1·oneludl's his t.wo -
hour eonwd~· h•rture with aud:-
enct• parti(·ipation for whieh he 
t bP l)('~t. method for rape prPvPn-
1 ion. "Rl'mcmhrr, you're dealing 
with a human IH'ing, not a 
mon!-,tPr. What hP's doing i~ 
mon,-troll" 
In 19f:i4, Fred Storoska, 
aftPr witnessing the brutal rape 
of an 11 year old girl, didn't think 
it was a subject to joke about. In 
fact, he found it a serious enough 
... ubject to <levote the next 13 
_vpars of his life to. He has 
writtl'n a hook and lectures on 
the subject of rape and its 
prpvention, whcih he has entitled 
"How to Say No to a Rapist and 
Survive". Somewhere in the 13 
. vcar interval, though, the cle-
ment of seriousness has disap-
pParcd because, now, he jokes 
about it readily with his audi-
cncl'. llis lecture is a mixture of 
drama and comedy. He accounts 
for his tone by saying, "I can't 
... tand a boring speaker, can you? 
But we're talking about rape 
prt•vention. It's not to educate 
.vou, it's to set an atmosphere for 
an unpalatable topic." 
l dl'monstratl's various methods of 
!., dl'ft•n!-,P such as eyP-gouging, or 
simple matial art,- techniques . 
Still, he advocates imagination as 
Hap(' in nol a plea;.ant 
,11hj1•l'I hut 1, on!' of special 
importan<'(' for \IOl!l!'n. It j,. a 
t hr!'al which 1·xi!--h throughout 
tlwir !iv!',-.. \nd ,.,Ontl' amount of 
l'dt1c;1t1011 m•ct•;.,ar.\ 111 ordPr to 
pn'Vl'lll 1t. It dop,-n't help 
\I 0111('11 to havt• Oil!' of thl'ir 
l'<h1cator" laugh about 1t. 
Rape is a crime of violence 
and hate which is caused by 
fl'clings of powt•rlessness against 
..,ocicty and. in turn, against 
\\Omen. ~toraska places the 
blame for these feelings on 
... oril'ty which he says conditions 
nwn into aggressive roles and 
\\ omen into passive ones. The 
pa!-.sive rolt•s which women en-
counter force them into a second 
ela!-.s citizenship that places· all 
q•xual responsibilities on their 
... houlders. And this conditioning 
forces men into an aggressive-
nl'!-.S that is not needed. Included 
in this socialization process for 
both men and women is the 
attitude that women want to be 
raped. "Rut we can't very well 
blame women for what men do". 
He cites the example of the 
sexual double-standard as a 
leading factor of rape. 
He connects the conditioned 
roles of men and women to the 
: 
knee" as an example when 95 
percent of the rapists attack 
from behind their victims. Or, 
thPre i,. the advice for women to 
carry wt>apons in their purses 
\\ hich will probably he dropped 
on a~,-ault anyway. 
advice that women receive about 
rapP prevention as a way to 
pnpl'luatl' these roles. He cites 
"tbt· old ,-tand-hy-use of the 
Stora,-ka emphasizes that 
rape i~ partially the result of 
pPopll' not treating others as 
human beings. "Nothing ever 
ju<.;tifies rap(•, no mattPr what 
wonwn do. I'm not a fiminist. 
I'm a humanist. And until we 
have equality. there will asways 
he rape". He points out the 
inhuman element involved in this 
crime with statistics. Seventy 
percent of women are raped by 
people they know, 35 percent of 
these are raped by a date, 
husband, or an equivalent and 35 
percent are raped by acquaint-
ances. The remaining 30 percent 
of victims are raped by strang-
Q, 
Photo by A.J. 
ers. 
lie points to the difficulty in 
i-;olating variahk•s which might 
l'au,-c a pt•r!-,on to rape. This 
difficult.v in finding underlying 
rpa,-ons causes makes his advice 
"l'l'rn a littll' abstract. "What's 
hard is to tl'll :vou what to do if 
\\ hat .vou do docsn 't work. 
i-:\'Pr.vthing works some of the 
timl' to prevent rape. Rut you 
havp the opportunit.v to try 
-;ornething elsP". Ile says that 
"lTl'aming and struggling arc 
-;uccessful prevention techniques 
in only 55 pPrcent of the cases, 
adding that a victim should have 
a hack-up defpnst• of mental 
a,-,-prtivcne,-s. Ile talks about 
I.he importance of stalling fact-
ors, such as a woman saying she 
i,- pregnant or mcnstrating. 
"Go along with the potential 
a!-.!-,ault until! you !'>ec or safely 
sel' a chance to react. The one 
ext•eption is when there is 
immediate danger to your life or 
to be harmed physically of which 
rape can be considered a part." 
!n this way, he advocates neither 
McHugh Visits Ithaca 
By Peter Ajemian 
U.S. Congressman Matthew 
McHugh, who represents the 
27th district which contains 
Ithaca, held a small neis confer-
Pnce yesterday aftern on at his 
local office in the Dewi Building 
downtown. McHugh is making a 
-;wing through various areas in 
hi~ district to sp · eak to his 
constituents. lie spoke to a law 
clas!'> at Cornell yesterday prior 
to the confcrenrP. 
The news conference began 
on a casual nopte as McHugh 
strolled into a room where only a 
few representatives of the media 
were in attendance. He seemed 
very· much at ease as he fielded 
questions from members of three 
radio stations, The Ithaca Jour-
nal, and the Ithacan. 
Mcllugh expressed his sup- : 
port for President .Jimmy Carter 
on a number of issues and 
appeared to be very satisfied 
with Carter\ performance thus 
far. When asked about Carter's 
attempts to reach the public 
through town visists and his 
call-in st•ssion, Mcllugh replied, 
"( :arter has made great strides ... 
hP'<; given pPople the feeling that 
he's open." Mcllugh recognized 
that Carter was using "symbolic 
gesture<," to acquire popularity, . 
hut maintained that it was ;, 
"politically imperative" that Car-
ter he pcrccivl'd in a oositivP · 
light. 
Mchugh concluded the con-
fprence by .indicating that he 
tric,- to vbit the district oft.en 
PIONEER KP-500 
Under-dash FM stereo super-
tuner with cassette. 
Home stereo FM performance. 
Brushed aluminum front 
Phase lock loop for 
stereo separation. 
Fast foward and rewind. 
Available at a 
SUPER LOW PRICE 
from 
ANDY LISS 
273-9776 
or 
x686 
··· .. 
••,.,!"' I,.~, 1.,.;,••: ,I"\•,_ '," U•o 
Oannon Yo2urt Sale 3 For $1 
Sandwhich Ot The Day 93' 
oannY-Yo Soft frozen Yo2urt 
Discount Beer Prices 
Cones. Shakes. Sundaes 
Plus Many Other Deli !terns 
-~i~ft!~~'~t}?~ 
~~.,..~~ ~1fJ ·' 
.. ,.:, ... 
, Hours: Open TiJ Midnite Sunday Thru Thursday 
Friday & Saturday TiJ 2AM 
' ·- ,, '•, ... · ..... ··l' ., . 
,."·~ . .. ... . 
ffilLrlS@rP 
~®@lS@rP 
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!High !Fashion Separa~es 
& L & 1K Coordinates 
~or misses 
reg. 17 .00-28.00 
reg. 21.00-92.00 1 /3 off 
Groups' include jackets, skirts, vests, 
blouses, knit tops and slacks in basic 
navy, red, blue and beige. Sizes 8-18. 
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How does one define our generation? What do 
college students in 1977 value in life? What kind of 
future will they shape for th~mselves? The answer 
is that our age group is living in a rapidly changing 
world which does not simplify or enhance one's 
rapacity to find identity and direction. 
Our generation has no clearly identifiable 
character; it is new and different in that the 
political, -social, and personal motivations of youth 
today vary to such a large degree. Yet despite the 
lack of unifying bonds, there are trends that 
represent significant changes in values and 
lifestyles. For one, we are apolitical, as a whole. 
Since being disillusioned by Vietnam, Nixon's 
lying, and numerous political developments, many 
young people choose to be indifferent to what is 
going on in the world politically. Perhaps, the 
greatest reason for their noninvolvement and 
alienation is that they do not feel that the 
government has any influence on them or that they 
have any input into the system. 
That relates to what people do seem to be 
pursuing these days, and that is finding self-aware-
ness and fulfilling personal goals. Sure, many still 
want to "make it" in the capitalist system or have a 
family, but a growing number of graduates do not 
know at all what they want to so with their lives. 
With virtually every field overcrowded and in no 
need of more workers, it is very difficult for 
graduates to figure out whether it is worth the 
struggle to compete madly with the pack or to 
possibly accept less meaningful jobs which allow 
them more leisure time and freedom to follow their 
natural interests or discover what their real goals 
in life are. 
Our generation has certain characteristics that 
contrast sharply with our parents' ideals and this 
fact makes one wonder if the world will resemble 
its present state when we reach the age . of 
thirty-five. One basic value difference concerns 
work. For many in preceding generations, work 
represents the primary way to participate and 
contribute to American society. The "work ethic" 
is repected and emphasized in their day-to-day 
living. But today, many young people are turned 
off to the idea of working most of their lives, 
especially if they can't be occupied with activities of 
significance to them. Youth today view work as a 
means to an end of finding more satisfaction while 
our parents have viewed work as being the 
dor. :nant force that came first, even if satisfaction 
or pleasure were sacrificed. 
It is clear that we will play a crucial role in 
re-shaping the make-up of society in that we have 
such a different outlook on the world. The question 
is whether we will be co-opted into the existing 
capitalist order, or whether we will take the hard 
route of following our personal philosophical paths. 
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Our Infatuation.With 
D o ..lt 11- Jo ~ 111-
.LL Il°®§Il{!B.(eml u, :im.m.y 'l..A8R°0,®Il° 
by Mary McGror) 
]The following is a nationally 
syndicated column that was 
published this past Saturday, 
April 9th.) 
Washington - It is Easter 
and Washington is quiet. 
Congress has gone off for 
what used to be called the Easter 
Recess and is now known as a 
"District Work? eriod" - which 
some nonetheless, will spend in 
China. The President has gone 
to Georgia to renew his roots, 
and perhaps walk in the piney 
woods to sneak a look at his polls. 
Flattery has gotten him 
everywhere. 
His rating has gone off the 
boards. 
The American people, who 
didn't even know who he was a 
year ago, have lost their heads 
over him. 
One poll shows him at 80 per 
cent approval rating. 
And what has he done? 
He walked down Pennsylva-
nia Avenue on Inauguration Day. 
He wore a sweater on television. 
He retired the trumpeters 
and the limousine fleet. He went 
on a radio call-in show with 
Walter Cronkite and got a girl in 
Maryland a government job. He 
went to Clinton, Mass. and told 
the people they were absolutely 
marvelous and his food bills are 
high, too. The crowd went wild. 
He sent Congress a reorgan-
ization bill. It won't cost any jobs 
or save any money. Congress 
said, hey, wait a minute, what 
does it do? What's it going do? 
President Carter said;none 
of your business, sign· here. 
Congress tugged its forelock 
and said: "Yes, sir." 
Carter didn't tell Congress it 
was wonderful. He said he was 
going to cut out 16 dams ~n their 
home districts. They said, you 
can't do that. And he said, just 
for that, I'm going to study 14 
more for extinction. 
Carter's polls went up another 
few notches. 
Carter went to the ballet, the 
opera, the theater. He caused a 
treehouse to be built for his 
daughter Amy. He told Congress 
he was going to reorganize the 
entire energy situation. 
Congress said, how? He said, 
watch for the grand opening on 
April 20. 
He announced he was going to 
sell his yacht. 
He sent Cyrus Vance off to 
negotiate a new era in peace. 
Vance go to Moscow, opened his 
briefcase and put his offer on the 
table. Leonid Brezhnev gave him 
a couple of hours to get out of 
town. 
A fiasco? Not at all. It was a 
success, Carter told the Amer-
ican people, and if we have one 
more like it, I'll start up the arms 
race again. 
Nobody seemed disturbed. 
Looked at in a certain way, it 
was a triumph. He didn't disarm 
the Soviets, but he disarmed 
Henry Jackson, who told Carter 
to "hang tough." 
Jackson was ecstatic about 
Carter's offer to the Soviets. It 
couldn't have been better if he 
had written it himself. 
Carter may not have a treaty, 
but he has the votes· in the 
Senate, and the Cold Warriors 
have joined his fan club. 
Not a great deal has been said 
about unemployment, which was 
going to be the first order of 
business. He's been too busy 
about human rights. 
The Republicans claim he's 
stolen their thunder. Americans 
are so delighted to have a 
president who doesn't sweat at 
his news conferences, and 
doesn't stumble, they don't pay 
any attention. 
He hasn't been able to reduce 
the size of the White House staff 
yet. It's grown a bit since he took 
office. He hasn't been able to 
reduce the budget yet, either. As 
a matter of fact, the White House 
staff got a raise, but since it 
stopped at $1,000 short of what it· 
might have peen, he claimed a 
(l~(?~~ 
"savings". 
Poor Congress, which has been 
busy cleaning its stables since it 
got a pay increase, didn't dare 
protest. Seventy-four percent of 
the American people, according 
to an NBC poll, disapprove of 
Congress's pay raise. Nobody 
said a word about the new White 
House increase. 
He hasn't gotten around to 
making those cuts in the Penta-
gon budget yet. He may even go 
ahead with the Bl bomber, even 
though during the campaign he 
said he wouldn't. It doesn't 
matter. Eighty-nine per cent of 
the · American people think 
Jimmy Carter is "sincere." 
So it's been a beautiful spring 
for Jimmy Carter. He loves, 
everybody, and everybody, it 
seems, loves him. 
His success is an argument for 
an inactive presidency. If he does 
something, he might spoil every-
thing. 
He's a little like Mark Fidrych, 
unfortunately, is benched iy:itil 
June with a torn ligament. "The 
Bj.rd," who is also an idol with the 
stands, spends a great deal of his 
time on the preliminaries. He is 
extremely fussy about the 
mound. He gets down on his 
hands and knees to rake the dirt 
and rearrange it, scouring the 
terrain for noisy ants who might 
disturb his concentration or 
grasshopers who might trample 
him. He talks to the ball as 
lovingly and intimately as Jimmy 
Carter talks to the American 
people. 
Then· he throws the pitch. 
Jimmy Carter hasn't done that 
quite yet. He's enjoying pre-
paring the mound, taking bows. 
Any minute now, he will have to 
play hall. 
Reprinted By Permission of the 
Washington Star Syndicate 
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To the Editor: 
This letter is an enraged 
reply to Jeff Sawyer's tasteless 
"200 beers ago today". which 
appeared in last weeks Ithacan. 
I would like to set the record 
straight once and for all. Is LC. 
really an institution where stu-
demts are protected from "work 
and all the other realities" of life? 
Apparently it is for Jeff Sawyer; 
hut not for most of the other 
people on this campus. Is Ithaca 
College a "country club"? Again, 
maybe for Jeff Sawyer, but not 
for most of the other people on 
this campus. 
Let me say in the strongest 
of terms that I am highly 
offended by Sawyer's gross and 
unfair generalizations. Simply 
because he percieves LC. to be a 
"country club" does not mean 
that it is. The old saying that 
"college is what you make it" still 
holds true for me and a lot of 
others. If I.C. is a "country club" 
for Mr. Sawyer--fine; but until 
the rest of the LC. community is 
prepared to embrace the judge-
ment of this libelous student that 
perception will have to remain 
his alone, 
Furthermore, Sawyer's sug-
gestion th~t Jews d~ not .under-
stand the meaning of the work 
"no" is offensive not only to 
Jewish students, but to the rest 
of the LC. community as well. 
Apparently, Mr. Sawyer feels 
that this type of writing is funny; 
it is not. It just serves to 
illustrate the strength and inten-
sity of stereo-types that still 
pervade our society. 
But the blame should not be 
carried by Mr. Sawyer alone. 
The management of the Ithacan 
is also at fault. The Ithacan was 
started to serve the LC. com-
munity". I would venture to ask 
the Ithacan, In what way has 
"200 Beers ago Today" served 
the LC. community? The 
Ithacan must start taking its 
responsibilities seriously. Al-
lowing this type of worthless 
trash to be printed reflects a 
I To the Ithaca Community : 
After we were burned out of 
our apartments downtown, many 
people rallied around us to help. 
· The transition to our new living 
quarters was a quick and smooth 
process. In this space, we would 
like to thank the Ithaca Firemen; 
the boys across the street, the 
Director and D~partment of 
Safety; Don Runyon; the two 
Sasp m~mbers. who drove the 
van; the workn;ien at the hou~; 
serious lack of discretion on the 
part of the paper's management. 
Still and all, l trust that the 
Ithacan will address the problem 
directly. Occasional outcries by 
irrate readers is the surest way 
to remind the media of its true 
res'ponsibilities. 
In conclusion, I would sug-
gest to Mr. Sawyer that if he is 
dissatisfied with Ithaca College 
then he would do well to try 
another school. Maybe then he 
will realize that every school has 
its Jeff Sawyers and that for 
him, all schools will be the same. 
Michael Quiat 
Politics '78 
p 
0 
all the people wno offered rides, 
food, rooms and clothes, the 
teachers who understand, and 
Jay and Jeff. Polly and Kay 
would especially like to thank 
Patrick and Bo for their support, 
and Gary Sterns for saving our 
lives. 
Sincerely, 
Polly Larllon 
Diane Hamer 
Kay Rittenhouse 
Jane Resnick 
-· r aL _ __.,._ __________ ...;._ ___ .:.._ ____ ..:_ _______________________________________ ....,;;,• , 
To the Editor: 
After five years, we are 
finally free of Gus Perialas. He 
admitted that one of the reasons 
he was resigning was because he 
had lost contact with the stud-
ents and nothing makes his lack 
of contact more obvious then his 
solution to the dorm noise 
problem. 
It's easy to envision his train 
of thought as he sat up there in 
his office far removed fromdorm-
atories and final exams. He must 
have thought to himself, 'What is 
the biggest problem students 
have to cope with during exam 
week'!' Not pressure, not 
tension, hut noise; awful dis-
tracting noise. And what is the 
source of this noise? Parties. 
People -gathering and having a 
good time releasing tension and 
tcmporarilly escaping from the 
pressure. 'So what am I going to 
do about it'! I'm going to violate 
their constitutional right to gath-
Pr and in case that's not enought 
I'm going to stop package sales 
out of the Pub. Now how am I 
going to get the students to 
accept this'! That's easy. I'll get 
Student Congress to approve it 
HEALTH 
CEIJTE'/{ 
0 
' I I 
' 
by telling them that it's going to 
he enforced with or without their 
approval anyway and if they 
don't approve of it, it will look 
like Student Congress wants 
noisy dorms during exam week. 
That way, if I ever have to 
answer to this, I can tell the 
students that their elected re-
presentatives are in favor of the 
change. Besides, I'll never have 
to answer to this anyway be-
cause the students are so apathe-
tic.' 
Well, Gus, at least you 
admit that you've lost contact 
but why did you stick us with 
this'! Why don't you just leave 
quietly with you tail between you 
legs instead of repressing the 
very heart and soul of this 
institution? People call Ithaca 
College students apathetic but 
that just plain isn't true. We are 
one of the most socially active 
student bodies in the nation. 
You don't have to tamper with 
our life style to preserve law and 
order in the dorms. Designating 
quiet hours (for example 8PM to 
noon the next day) speaks much 
more directly to the real prohlem 
of noise. What's more, quiet 
hours are much easier to enforce. 
Making parties illegal is literally 
going to make criminals out of a 
large percentage of this com-
munity. On a less obvious level, 
outlawing parties denies stu-
dents of the most harmless and 
constructive (yes, constructive) 
forms of release. The remaining 
alternatives are fighting, des-
troying things. quitting, and 
committing suicide. As for the 
package sales, the only thing 
that's going to do is make us go 
downtown for our beer (a major 
inconvenience if you happen to 
ht• under time pressure) and 
spend our money in some store 
instead of the Pub. 
But that's the way things 
are at Ithaca College. Adminis-
trators, not students, make the 
decisions about how we live. 
There would he too many repro-
cussions if I suggested that we 
ignore the decisions of the 
administration and take our lives 
into our own hands like the 
responsible adults which we are. 
Instead maybe we should warn 
the next unsuspecting commun-
ity that Perialas is headed for 
that they are in for a tyrant. 
Charles Ratcliff 
Politics 1978 
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A.LS V. BOC 
To the Editor: 
It has been noted that, his-
torically, the struggle for 
people's liberation has en 
countered a vast range of ob-
stacles and maladies. In my 
opinion, this is also true of the 
present situation in which I find 
myself (a black student position-
ed on a predominantly caucasian 
campus) and most of my com-
rades. The controversey arising 
from the inadequate interactions 
between the Bureau of Concerts 
and the Afro-Latin Society could 
have been headed off if we had 
not encountered the obstacles 
and maladies present within the 
attitudes of certain individuals 
who serve as administrators of 
the Bureau of Concerts. 
In reference to a statement 
made, in last week's Ithacan, by 
the Boe, although you feel that 
you made a step in the right 
direction, if I may, I will coin the 
lyrics of a love ballad from the 
I950's. "Baby, you take one step 
forward, but two steps back-
wards." It appears that with the 
passage, on Tuesday night at the 
Student Government meeting, of 
a motion that would transfer the 
amount of $3000 to the budget ol 
th<' BOC. the projections of the 
II 
outdoo,1roncert are that it will be 
a tremendous success. This con-
cept to me is absurd. By making 
that decision on Tuesday night, 
the integrity of the Student 
Government has once again been 
dragged through the mud of all 
ironies. Once again, a decision 
which has been made previously 
has been reversed by the same 
moot group of constituency 
representatives. The ALS and 
noc. in my opinion, have not 
worked to the fullest to sustain 
more viable relationships to 
insure future solidaity amongst 
the campus community. Once 
again, the burden of the respons-
ibility to meet the needs of 
minority students has been 
placed upon the shoulders of 
Student Government. I should 
add that it is one of a monetary 
nature. Yes, financially and 
socially speaking the outdoor 
concert will most likely be a 
success. However, in my, yes, in 
terms of politics and just plain 
common sense, the concert will 
be a disasterous failure. To me, 
lhe false congeniality will he 
very much present in the warm 
spring air. Thank you. 
Dennis Burroughs 
ALS Rep. to Student Gov't. 
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Bring a Touch_ of the T~-
to Your Home ... "OJJics I 
~ 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS /@) 
TERRARIUMS and SANO GARDENS ~ 
"SUNFLOWER" POTIERY -~ 
HANGING BASKETS 
deliveries m lchac11 
154 lthacd Commons 
273-7231 
THE j 
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 
WITH STUDENT D.Da 
&FREE BEVERAGE o 
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• FREE DESSERT-• 
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ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS SEAFOOD NIGHT 
Fresh Pan Broiled Haddock 
Fresh Broiled Scalloos 
Steamed Alaskan King Crab 
Sundavs 
Too Sirloin Steaks 
this week's entertainment 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
3.75 
5.25 
6.50 
3.65 
Michae~ Oakland 
hearty seasonal hot drinks 
generous sandwiches, snacks 
gin&tonics, bloody marys always .75! 
,. 
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Ithaca bar hopping scene'! Does paying exhorbant 
prices to see the same old bands turn you off? If 
you're looking for a change of pace and the 
opportunity to do your own thing-have we got the 
place for 11ou! On Friday, April 15th, the versatile 
duo, "Dream", will be returning to the Ithaca 
College Crossroads for a one-night-only perform-
ance. 
Tht• duo, which played to a packed house last 
Spring, consists of Steve Lichtman (Ithaca 
Colll'ge-Communications Management '78) on key-
board.., and vocab; and Bruce Burger (Syracuse 
llniv.-Elel'trical Engineering '79i on guitars and 
~ocals. Over the last few years, "Dream" ha, 
performl'd in numerous bars, coffeehouses, anr 
nightclubs throughout the states. Last summer 
the group toured various Holiday Inns in Canada 
New York, and Pennsylvania. 
"Dreams" repertoire includes a wide variety ol . 
listening and dancing music: folk, rock, blues, jazz, ~ 
original compositions and arrangements which will 
be performed in the nightclub atmosphere. An 
.1d<led attraction of the evening will be appearances 
hy special guest artists who will accompany the 
group as well as perform solo. Marcy Gorman, c 
i'olk-guitari~t and songwriter will add to the 
Pvening, hy playing a variety of original and 
('Ontemporary material. 
• ~ ~-- C": :~·• .(~ \·~~. f -..,. D, • •: ,• 
·- ITHACA JLA/f.S ;jf:N·: EG·G 
by JefCSa~er·· t'crs.on11lly I feel the school 
Flash!!!--Over the weekend, should retain the beast, if it does 
Ithaca College was the scene of hatch. If experiments currently 
the most incredible miracles going on in England that runs 
since Miss Lillian show~d up at cars on chicken crapola are 
the presidential inaugur.ation in a successful, we may have a gold 
string bikini. mine here. We could export the 
' Sometime between midnight stuff by the truckload! Then, 
Saturday and five . a.m. the when the Arab oil wells finally 
following Sunday, the Easter run dry and all the cars are 
bunny deposited the world's converted, we'll slap a Crapola 
largest Easter egg on the I.C. Embargo on them until we earn 
campus. Naturally skeptics all our Rolls Royces back. Just 
abound, but there is simply no imagine wiping your car with 
denying the presence of that egg. Charmin' after every fillup. · 
It remains where it was placed, We as students must make a 
or laid, on the patio between real effort to save the chicken-- it 
Friends Hall and the Muller could be beneficial to us all. The 
'. Faculty Center. A controversy TV -R people could film a new 
· ·.' has arisen concerning what thriller called "King Kong meets 
· should be done with the thing, Ithachick"; phys ed majors could 
considering it's size and weight. challenge it to a rope pull. 
Uncomfirmed reports state that Until a decision is reached, 
Saga put in a bid for it, however, students are urged to 
a~parently planning a campus- keep their distance from the egg. 
wide scrambled egg feast; they Anyone spotting Colonel Sanders 
may, however, choose to heat up lurking about with a frying pan 
the swimming pool and hard boil should shoo him away 
it. immediately. If you should be 
Whether you're into mellowing out or dancin[ ___ • StevP Lichtman and Bruce Burger 
about, the Crossro_ads on a Friday. April 15th is the Admission is FREE and wine· and beer- will 
A decision had better be made nearby when he hatches, do not 
be soon, for in a "few more warm try to pet him or read to him 
days that mother may hatch! One from your calculus boo: ; he may 
could only imagine the size of the mistake you for chicken feed. It 
chicken that would result. is best to wish him a Happy 
place to be. Jom the part1 from 9-12 P.M. served. 
' • !' • ·-. 'li:t'. • ';,,' ..,,: • .. ~ .. .!• • ',I, ., • 'I 
Finest 
Prime Rib 
Evero 
every Friday and Saturday 
Queen Size $5.95 
Kmg Size $7 95 
Thl· Ace $9. 95 
Dinner includ<'s unlimited Salad Bar (over 18 items to 
choose from) and hot vegetables. Middle Eastern rice 
or potatoes. 
The Golden Garter 
1636 I:. Shore Dr;ve For Reservations 273-2566 
Easter, and walk calmly away. 
SPRING ARTS iESTWAJL 
By Ellen Blick.man 
This weekend the Ithaca College Council On The Volkas and Piet Mondrian will be shown. 
Arts will sponsor a spring arts festival. The event Christo's Valley Curtain. (seminar room 1) 
will be centered around the Muller chapel, making 
use of the buildings multi-purpose possibilities. Art 2 30 pm MIME SHOW 
shows, theatre events, concerts, film screenings Featuring Jim Lish. (main chapel) 
Also: 
and poetry readings will occur in the main chapel 
and seminar rooms through-out the weekend. 
Highlighting thP festival will be a reading 
presented by guest. poet Denise Levertov. Ms. 
Levertow has received critical acclaim for her 
3 30 pm POETRY AND SHORT FICTION 
READING Works written and read by students 
and faculty. (main chapel) 
seven volumes of poetry and has been established Saturday April 16 
as one of the major poets of our time. 
l pm PREMIERE OF RETREADS 
Calander Of Events: 
Friday April 15 .' 
9 am ART DISPLAY 
Photographs and artwork will 
throughout the day. (chapel) 
1?- premiere showing of the student made-produced 
film. Also: other student films. (seminar room 1) 
2 pm CONCERT 
be on exhibit A classical concert featuring works by Schubert, 
Rartok, Berg, Stavinsky, and others. 
2 pm ART FILMS SCREENED 8 pm GUEST POET 
Three films concerning Wayne Thiebaud, p, · ~r The highlight of the festival: A poetry reading by 
Denise Levertov. 
. i.~t WATIF.JRJF/f? .. 
0~ 702 Willow AvernlUle04A 
277-0800 4' r 
(The times printed in the college bulletin are 
incorrect) 
AS-jATit 
GAftDEN 
··i ~~$T,URANT] Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub open every day 3pm-lam 
WEDD SINGLES NiGHT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ 
[EViElRY 
DAY 
3:00-1:00 
°=OW~ ~AOOfQ>$ VIUESu:»~ '7 tilXlRUJJ $lU~[Q)£ W 
lhis week~66Wonderland Bandu 
ilr NEVER IA COVER CHARGE!* 
IJ'il@W Ralldngi rreserv ations forr speciaR partties 
: . 
Ch.inese -·.American Food 
114 W. State Street 
- ' 
· c;o~MEMORATE. 
THE HOLOCAUST 
~ 
The Movie: 
fl~Night in Fog 51 ~ 
Thurs. April 14th 
6:15 PM In Muller Chaueil 
Panel Discussion Following: 
~~The Holocaust And Th·e 
Problem Of Evil" 
Free &.Qpe_n J:o The Public 
. . 
·.',,;i.;r-. 
Sponsored By Hillel 
. - . . . . 1 •. ,.~. ••· - ., ";:"· .. ' ... -:..·- .. -- .. '"·-· -
·ULSTER 
REVISITED. 
0 •)";.1Jh~ "."'ii? l , ,. t ~i •ql ... ,~1!l~1 .. {,~ ·;,~ ,· 
Ithaca Celebration Ahead 
Th_e fellowing. art~le was W7itien by "THE rrHACA FALL .CELEBRATION COMMI'lTEE" 
whack is plannmg ~ large scale, free social and cultural event for the town of Ithaca. 
•,' 
,. : ~ . 
. ,. 
by Eva Heinemann 
The premiere · of The Children of \Jlswr 
.written and directed by Michael Herzfeld
1 
dramatically presented the perpetual problem~ 
facing· Northern Ireland. In Dillingham's Arena 
Theatre, April 5th, the Ithaca College community 
witnesses a devastating slice of life. The hard facts 
of the conflict in Northern Ireland are interjected 
daily in our media, but few stories have so clearly 
defined this controversial news topic as does this 
play. 
During Herzfeld's stay in England, he was 
introduced to the characters who inspired him to 
write his play. It was their true life stories of 
menacing war and hardship that were depicted on 
the stage. 
Recently, The New York T~es proclaimed, 
· "Ulster's deepest trouble may be in the hearts of 
the children". How well emphasized is this in all 
parts of The Children ol Ulster! In . the Times, 
Barry White, chief editorial writer for The Belfast 
Telegraph, wrote: "Many .Ulster children look on 
the threat of violence as a legitimate means to an 
end." This is true of the characters in the play. 
The ·Children ol Ulster names and describes 
each character and his relationship to the war. 
Bernie (Jerry Plourde), a peaceable soul, is drawn 
into the war through the pressures around him. 
Noel (Mark Amarotico), a loveable hot-head, thinks 
war is a game. Paddy (Roy Edrosa) can face the 
times by escaping into booze and drugs. Brendon 
(Casey McDonald), who acts as a calming influence 
throughout the play, bends with the times but is 
not broken by them. 1 Katey (Carrie Lund) joins 
organizations to, maintain her idealistic beliefs. ·-
Charlie (John Hutton), hard-core member of the 
IRA, can only cope with violence through violence. 
And John (Henry Keith Mandell) makes bombs, not 
because he wants to, but because he has to survive. 
Altho·ugh the children of Ulster are depicted as 
the underdogs, Herzfeld· still leaves room to 
sympat'hize with the British. The Captain (Ross 
Hindley) combats war, at all times restraining 
personal feelings; the Soldier (Andrew Martin) is 
totally submerged in the heat of the war, unable to 
control his emotions. 
The setting by Theresa Patane and Matt 
Spencer emphasized the atmosphere of hopeless 
war and depression. The sets were bare and 
minimal, using shades of gray and brown. The 
light was sharp and glaring'; making faces and 
shadows clearly defined. 
A· .nice· touch was added to the play with 
haunting music us~d between the scenes. The first 
song, sung by Paddy, is the theme song, "Human 
Rights, They Are So Few Over Here." The second 
song was sung by Charlie, who called us to fight for 
the Socialist Republic. Lastly, a song sung by the 
old d,unk, veteran of the ancient conflict in 
Northern Ireland (Bennett Gale), described war as 
an eternal problem. 
The final violent scene concludes the story of a 
few victims in war, but the bewildered soldier and 
a grief-stricken woman, as well as a shocked 
audience, are faced, with the overriding question; 
what next? 
Michael Herzfeld's thought-provoking play 
fulfills its purpose by portraying the , Ulster 
situation and it~ damaging im~act. ' 
~-- -
Ithaca . is a · community of arou?d the wor}d, Mos~ of· ~II, and experience to direct and help 
burge~nmg . talent . an~ they re not afrrud to. thmk B1g. realize the wildest artistic 
enthusiasm which could easily be Choreographer Marilyn Wood ambitions of a resourceful 
a major center for, th~ arts in has. developed an approach to community. · 
New York State. In general, environmental performance· We first got interested in The 
collective energy _pr~uc~s. the which uses t~e actual ci.tyscape Celebrntions Group last Novem-
most power,. while md_lVldual as_.~ set .piece for theater, ber when environmental sculptor 
bolts go unnoticed. We thmk the ut1hzmg rooftops, plazas, foun- Dennis Valinski presented slides 
best Waf to C<?Ordinate all the tains, fire escapes, piers, har- and films of his work by 
commumty's d1ve~se . resourc~s hors, ect. as settings for unique invitation of the Textile Guild. 
and boost a statewide mterest m choreogr~phic sequences. She is These slides gave us the idea for 
Ithaca ~s a cul~ural and the main director of the group a dramatic, visible celebration of 
'commercial center 1s through a and will be "choreographing" the Ithaca, and we asked him to 
grand s_cale, fee annual fall events our community proposes. come back with his collaborators 
Celebration. Plans for the first Sculptor Dennis Valinskrcreates in Decem~er and again in Febru-
one are already underway. monumental lightweight ary to explain their work to a 
We want to i_nvolve eve~yone-- airborne structures that are larger audience of key 
not . only . artists of d1f~erent prepa~ed for ritual launching as community leaders that might 
~ed1a_but athletes and artisans, the_ chmax to the events. _Alex support the idea. The response 
fmanc1ers, and firemen, students Moir, a landscape architect/ was overwhelmingly positive. 
and. teachers at every level, dancer discovers the unique Before February there was al-
busmessmen and. professionals, qualities of architectural spaces ready an advance committee to 
toddl~rs and teenagers-- in and shows artists and individuals sponsor the group, made up of 
cre~t!ng worksh_?PS, ~oup com- how to see them and use theIJ) in representatives, from Ithaca 
pos1t10n~, multi-media events, unconventional ways. Rol>er College, Council on the Arts. The 
everythmg f~om banne~s to Wood, a musician/instrument Tompkins County Chamber of 
ballroom dancmg. ';rhe pomt of maker combines his classical Commerce and its Tourist· 
the I fe_stival is to break down conservatory training with an Bureau, the Commons Advisory 
c?n'!'entional barriers of occupa- imagination for communal ex- Board, the Ithaca Planning 
t1on, age, class, past and pre- uberance through music; he Board, the Ithaca Common Coun-
~ent, and knit th~ activlties_o! all designs and builds public instru- cil, The . Tom1>kins County 
mterest groups mto a bnlhant ments (out of all kinds of Council for the Arts, The Ithaca 
rxpression of our community. materials) which can be easily Dancemakers, the Johnson Mu-
I Sounds stupen~ous, but ho~ made and played by large seum and three local blµlks 
~o you manage 1t? We admit numbers of people. But most (Citizens, First 'N':itional Ithaca 
we're. newcomers to the field ·or important, they have the talent contirnwd 01J poge 1a ' 
extravaganza. That's why we've 
invited four . professionals, 
artists.The Celebrations Group, 
to he!p us develop the skills and 
techniques we need in dealing 
with large groups and generating 
public participation. They will be 
here in Ithaca for one or two 
weeks starting April 18 to meet 
with groups and individual 
artists to air suggestions and 
discuss some of the proposals 
that have already come forward. 
Times and details· will be 
announced. The Celebration 
Group are experts of festive city 
ecology-- they are able to think of 
a whole community( the dy-
namics of people with people and 
with their surroundings as a 
work of art, and have had 
tremendous success with colla-
borative work in communities 
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-LONG ISLAND 8 UNIVERSITY -
PARALEGA-L 
STUDIES PROGRAM 
THE BROOKLYN CENTER 
AND AMERICAN PARALEGAL STUDIES CORP. 
A New Career in The Legal Field! 
Develop the skills required to become a trained 
Legal Assistant. An intensive 200-hour day or evening 
course of study. 
EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICE INCLUDED 
For Further lnlormarion Can t212) 834-6366 or write 
Paralegal Studies Program 
Continuing Educal1Qn. Rm. MBOt 
LIU Brooklyn ~!er. Brooklyn. N.Y. 1120f 
• ~'JJahJ\99 . 
El . . 
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'WED. APRIL.20 9:00 PM- ~ (t>nionJ s.oo. 
··PAT MARTINO 1:1. ~(lY011udo ~ ~~~) 3.25 
. . . J~ZZ GUlr ARIST-: . . · I "fluun~ (.AtuJu«nn). 3.2S 
$2.50 ADVANCE · ..$3.50-i>Ooli-- m.,~ 'f!~: }'::;; J.1: _ . . 
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Crew Strokes 
by Dan Robinson 
Past Georgetown 
ious were the freshmen light- 2. Ithaca 9:52. 
weight and heavyweight eights. Frosh Lightweights: 1. Cornell, 
Meanwhile the IC women, de- 8:34; 2. Cornell "B" 8:39.5; 3. 
fending national champs, won Ithaca 9:00.4. 
the first race of the day. It was Frosh Heavies: 1. Cornell 8:05; 
--- .,• 
' ,. 
·:,·· ~- ... -
· ... · 
:, ·,,, 
.~ 
,' ... . 
-~_ ... :~~~~::_~-·-:~: 
. -, .. ·-
Stic.k-,,ien ·--Win 
Four Strai/{ht 
by'ReidWahnark . yesterday. -Currently, I.C. has 
_been playing alert, hustling ball The Ithaca College Grew 
captured its first meet victory of 
1977 winning six of seven races 
over Georgetown University. 
Last Saturday's action took place 
on the Potomac River in Wash-
ington, D.C. T~e highlights 
included open water margins in 
all six victories. 
their opening contest of the 2. Ithaca 8:10; 3. Cornell "B" 
The Ithaca College lacrosse and needs just two more ·wins to 
team has momentum now as they ensure an eleventh consecutive 
point towards, Saturday's show- winning campaign. 
down with Hobart. All the Thursday's important gave 
. impetus in the world might not with Brockport· was an incon-
spring season. s·:20. 
The previous weedend's ac- JV Lightweights: 1. Ithaca 
· ward off the awesome States- sistent -performance but a 
man. Hobart College is a national "clutch" win regardless. The -
powerhouse despite their college Bomber's midfield was effective 
division classification. Game time , offensively scoring four of the 
has been pushed up to 11:00 a.m. team'.s seven goals. The lone 
tion saw the IC men drop five of 8:17.8; 2. Cornell 8:27.3; 3. 
seven ·races to a powerful Cornelt· Cornell "B" 8:28.9. · 
The .varsity" heavyweight 
eight captured their second 
conse~utive win. Due to an 
equipment breakdown in the 
Georgetown boat Ithaca sailed to 
an uncontested finish. The race 
was then restarted at a distance 
somewhat less than the original 
2000 meters. IC came through 
again though and won easily. 
The y,arsity lightweights mean-
while had captured their race in 
comfortable fashion. They -
trouncr.d the Boyas by a margin 
of 13 seconds.· 
squad, IC's varsity heavies _ JV Heavies: 1. Cornefl {third 
defeated Cornell's JV eight in varsity) 8:16; Ithaca 8~48. 
handy fashion in the day•s Varsity Lightweights: 1. Cornell 
so that lacrosse.connoisseurs can tally of the second half was 
also see the Cornell- John executed by Aps Kinnan. His 
Hopkins clash. goal proved to be the game 
feature race. The Bomber 7:55.6; Ithaca 8:01.7. 
oarsmen, behind the stroke of Varsity Heavyweights: 1. Ithaca· 
Stu Leonard, led throughout in 7:59; 2. Cornell JV Heavies 8:05. 
Hobart will be running into a winner since State scored shortly 
hot club in Ithaca. The Bombers thereafter. 
posting a s~lid six second vic-
tory. Also victorious were the 
,JV lightweights as they romped 
on two Cornell ·crews. Ithaca's 
strong JV crew is also a 
defending Dad Vail champion. 
IC VS GEORGETOWN 
Novice Four: GU ·7:15; Ithaca 
7:24. 
Frosh Lightweights: 
6:05; GU 6:21. 
Ithaca 
Head Coach Bob Tallman 
was pleased with the -·early 
season performance. The exper-
ience of racing a tough Cornell 
crew certainly showed up in 
JV Heavyweights: Ithaca_ JV 
Lightweights 5:53; Ithaca JV 
Heavies 5:56; GU 6:05. 
Frosh Heavyweights: 
5:54; GU 6:07. 
Ithaca Other action saw the JV 
lightweights keep their two year 
spring undefeated string intact. 
They defeated both IC and GU 
crews while entered in the JV 
heavyweight race. Also victor-
Georgetown. · -
- Here is a rundown of all the 
results: 
Varsity Lightweights: Ithaca 
5:4H; GU 5:59. 
IC VS CORNELL 
Novice Fours: 1. Cornell, 9:38. 
Varsity Heavyweights: Ithaca 
5:41.3; GU 6:14. 
Signs.of. 
summer· 
This summer you'll sec lots of people heading 
for Hofstra and they will be doing so for lots of 
good reasons 
One reason is Hofstra's distinguished facul-
ty. Another, is its outstanding library r!:)sources. 
For some. it is a natio®Jly-renowned Writers 
Conference. For others, it is special workshops 
and 1nst1tutes for teache(s. For most, ii is Hof-
stra's wrde variety of more than 450 courses in 
every academic area-courses for credit or 
non-credit, classes given during the. day or 
;ii night 
A Hofstra summer can be a fascinating pre-
vrew of campus life for t11gh school seniors who 
plan to enter college next fatt. For undergradu-
ates. 1t can be a useful season to earn extra 
credits or to tnke courses not available at other 
times For graduate students: a summer at Hof-
str;,i can Lmng the complellon of a de_gree much 
closer. Ar.d for still others. there are many 
opportunities for personal growth through' con-
t1nu111g education 
And this summer. you may want to sign up for 
liofstra's exciting programs abroad 1n France, 
Italy, Spain. Greci! Britain and t11e Caribbean 
Whatever your cducat1on:il need, you writ find 
what you c]re tosikinq for at Hofstra 
Fottowing is a partial list of typical courses:. 
• Engineering Drawing • Environmental Geology • 
Oceanography • Calculus • Physics • Society Cul-
ture & Personality • Macroeconomics • Labor Eco-
nomics • Jesus of Nazareth • Theories of Man • How 
10 Think Straight • Philosophy of Love • American 
Foreign l'olicy • Abnormal Psychology• Psychology_ 
of Dreams • Psychology of Learning • Religion in 
America • Crime & Delinquency• Marriage and The 
Family • Conceptions of Happiness • Financial Ac-
counting .. Auditing Theory• Survey of Business Law 
• Money and Banking • Corporate Policy & Practice 
Seminar • Personnel Admin1siration • Principles of 
Marketing • Business Statistics • Gestalt Counseling 
• Loadersh1p Skills for Human Relations • S::hool 
Personel Management • School Management Tech-
nology • Children's Literature • Elementary School 
Communicat,ons Aris • Esthel1c Educallon- • Tcle-
v1s1on in the Curriculum • Sailing • Horsel;)ack 
Riding • E)ync1m1cs of Curriculum Change • Moral 
Ed & V.:ilue Clarif1cat1on • Nature & Needs of the 
Mentally Retarded • Learning through Movement 
· • Development of College Reading • o,agr,os•s ol 
Reading 01f11cult1es • School Public Relations 
For further information aboul !he Summer Sessions for 
9raduatc courses, please cail (516) 560-3345, or 560·3341 
for undergraduate courses. Or send tho coupon for our 
Summer Bullct1n. 
Adn11ss1ons Office 
Hofstr.1 University 
HPmpstcad, New Yo1k 1 t 550 . 
9. 
Yes, I'm interested in further information about 
the Summer Sessions. Please send me the 
Summer Bulletin. 
Namc•----~----------
Addrcss------------"---
c,ty, ______ statc, ____ 2,p, ___ _ 
SUMMER SESSION I-JUNE 8-JULY 13 
SUMMER SESSION II-JULY 18-AUGUST 18 
·---------------
Hofstra ~~W.imer _ 
· HOFSTRAUNIVf:ASITY', empstead.t.1ewYorlit1S5'>:. ' .- , .·· -.-, ·. _ ~-:--,-·. \ .. :--.- -.·: .. ,. ·-- ..... ....,;· :-'' 
'.,. •' 
will have a four gaine winning Coach Ware yvas quite satis-
streak on the line Saturday fied with the victory: "We got an 
morning. The Blue and Gold's early jump on them which 
latest victories came against enabled us to play well through-
Brockport State 7-6 in Ithaca fast out the first half\ Probably the 
Thursday, Colgate 13-4 in Hamil: difference was our ability to shut 
ton on Saturday, and R.I.T. 8-6 off Jeffries, their high scoring 
_f rivia QUIZ ...... ·' 
oy 6eorge Good.man 
QUESTION ONE: Boston's 
John Havlicek scored his 25,000-
th point last Wednesday night. 
_lie is only the fourth -player in 
NBA history to reach this 
plateau. Name the only three. 
(All retired) · 
AUESTION TWO: The Los 
Angeles Lakers won 37 games at 
home this season to set a record. 
Two teams had won 36 games at 
home. Name them. 
QUESTION THREE: Adrian 
Dantley of the Buffalo Braves i w~s the first rookie to average 
over -20 points a game since the 
1970-71 season. Name the last 
, time a rookie averaged over 20 
points a game. (two people didit 
. in the 1970-71 seasorir 
--· 1.C .. Vs. Cornell · 
by Dan Robinson 
The Ithaca College Crew team 
will begin its spring season this 
Saturday, April 2 with possibly 
its biggest dual meet of the year. 
For the first time ill' their history 
. the IC oarsment will tackle its 
· crosstown rival, the Big-Red of 
Cornell. 
Cornell, a national- --crew 
power,. is favored. though Ithaca 
· .. is prime· for upset. All crews are 
··.fresh from· spring training trips 
.down south, the· heavy·\Y~ights 
·--'having gone to Tampa iand the 
_ljghtwcights tGCharleston, West 
\'irginia. The oarsmen are also 
coming off ~~~r most successful 
QUESTION FOUR: Texas -
Rangers' pitcher, Gaylord perry, 
is two victories away from his 
100th American League victory. 
He has already won 134 games in 
the National League. If he wins 
his 100th A.L. game, he will be 
the third pitcher to win 100 
games in each league. Name the 
other two pitchers. 
QUESTION FIVE: The Cleve-
land Indians (13 runs) and the 
Boston Red Sox s(6 runs) com-
bined for 19 runs in one inning, a 
modern major league record for 
most i;uns scored by two teams 
in one inning. Name the 
p:-eivous owners of the record. 
i\UESTION SIX: In the Nation-
al Hockey League this season, 
_three players reached the 400 
goal plateau. Name them. 
QUESTION SEVEN: On Mon-
day night, Montreal canadiens' 
forward Guy Lafleur scored 
three goals and had three assists. · 
This tied a record for most 
points in a playoff game with 
three other players. Name the 
other players. 
Ql1ESTION EIGHT: New Or-
l(!an( guard, Pete Meranh won 
the NBA scoring title _this past 
season. Name the last time a 
guard won the NBA scoring title. 
·and active,_ fall season to date. 
Presently:Ithaca has nearly .100 
. active participants in its crew' 
. program, one of the largest amon 
small colleges throughout the 
country. , 
{contin_ued on page 14 J 
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misfortune of trying to direct a Monday in the three · distance ANSWER ONE: Wilt Chamber-
track program without ·any events; the 800. 1500~ and 3000 1 . · (al 419)· 0 Rob rt 
b,r·Reid ll"ahlUll'k 
ANSWER SEVEN: In 1954--
Montreal's Dickie Moore; in 
1969-Boston's Phil Esposito in 
1976-Toronto's Darryl Sittler 
The 1977 Ithaca College track facilities. Coach Tyler viewed the· meters Hartwick outpointed the · {;~n 7lO)' d J s~ t (2Se 1s9~n) and field squad is ''.off to a 'flying' mee·t this way, "Some of- 'the Blue and Gold 25-2. • • an erry es • 
ANSWER TWO: The Lakers in 
1971-71 and last year's Golden 
State warriors. 
start": 1t may .be· a cliche, performances showed quite a bit ., · Strong performances on 
noneth~less it· is accurate., The- ·of'.potential. I'm happy with the Monday include: Jack Donachie 
Bombers· outelassed '_ H11!'1wi~k outcome but I can see we have a .. · a!)d' Gary Woodring in the 
CoUege 88-49:Monday afternoon long way to go in conditionning." · hurdles; Rick' Jordan·, Doyle 
in Oneonta~ under near perfect The coach is most realistic in Chatham;and Sam D'Agostino in 
weather conditions. Junior evaluating the ~rack situati~n at the throwing events; Kip ANSWER THREE: Geoff Petrie 
transfer Jim Cromer led the way J.C. "Our bigges~ problem is a Konigsberg, Tim Sullivan, and and Pete Maravich 
ANSWER EIGHT: Nate Archi-
bald 
as he captured the long. jump, lack of a track. And training at Dave Cross. in the running 
triple jump, and high jump. Jim Cornell isn't the answer. It's events; the relays; and Steve 
also ran· a· leg of the _victorious fifteen minutes· travelling over Harvey in the jumps._ ANSWER l<'OUR: Cy Young and 
mile relay. In a display of power, there plus we're limited in our Today at 3:00 p.m. the team Jim Bunning 
Ithaca swept ·the 100 meters, freedom and the use of their meets R.I.T. Coach Tyler antici-
discus, and shot put. equipment. The lack of a cross- pates: "R.l.T. will be a real test 
lt was a 8I"atifying experience country · program limits our for us, they're a fine track team. 
for Len· Tyler wh,om has the strength in the distance events." The outcome will depend on 
.... Stickmen 
middie." Coach Ware felt Steve 
Allison did a commendable job in . 
the nets, stopping eighteen out 
of twenty-four shots. 
Thirty-eight seconds into Sat-
urday's game·Colgate drew first 
blood. I.C.'s stickmen came back 
with nine straight goals before 
the hometeam tallied again. Bill 
Shatz led all scorers with four 
goals. Barry Cohen and Tony 
Griffo both had three goals. 
Coach Ware believed, "The 
difference was our face-off men 
winning fifteen of twenty-two; 
we scored four quick goals after 
winning face-offs.'' The coach 
added: "Our man up played well 
but it was our man down that 
played excepfionally well." 
If predicting an outcome of a 
game is based on comparative 
scores, then Ithaca will have a· 
problem hosting Geneseo State. 
on Monday. Three days . ago 
Geneseo beat , Syracuse 16-12. 
Last season Geneseo defeated 
Ithaca by turning a 3-3· deadlock 
at the half into a 9-4 win. 
Monday, LC. will be looking for 
four quarters Jor solid lacrosse. 
On Tuesday the facrossers 
visit Alfred. LC. will face an 
improved team that features a 
super goalie. The Bombers were' 
ten goal winners in '76 versus 
Alfred. 
In the Blue and Gold's four 
consecutive wins the defense.. 
corps has been stingy. In par-
ticular the coach credits Nate 
Harris ·with a fine job. Addi-
tionally, he notes the club's 
balanced middie lines have been 
a real asset. Another plus will be 
R.I. T .'s showing in o\Jr strong 
events. Since we're not strong 
everywhere we have to grab 
most of the points in the field, 
weight, and jumping events in 
order to win. "The Oswego meet 
on Saturday and the Binghamton 
meet Tuesday should be close; 
Binghamton in particular is very 
competitive .. 
Injuries have bothered the 
team especially in the sprints. 
Jed Fuster has pulled a ham-
string .muscle and Paul Shield's 
.ankle is in a cast. Scott Porter is 
nursing a sore .neck. He will be 
expected to score points i~ · the 
distances: Jncidentally, for those 
of you wbo are wondering, the 
track around the football field is 
neither 440 yards, 400 meters of 
six lanes wide which it has to be 
in order for it to be official. 
"They might be the best team 
in the nation right now," warns 
Coach Ware in describing -
Hobart. They've already beaten 
College Division powers Adelphi 
19-6 and Towson State 22-9. Last 
year Hobart beat us 18-6. This 
time we're looking for a more_ 
respectable score.'' Both H.C. 
and LC; have d~feated Colgate, 
however, th'e · Geneva, N.Y; 
school was victorious by a 27 goal 
· the return of the formerly 
injured Tim Collins and Bob 
Albino back into the line up. · 
.Lea<ling scorers this year are:·. 
Barry Cohen 11 goals-2 assists, 
Bill Shatz 7-0, and Tom Mackleer .. 
2-5. This · does not ;nclude. · 
margin. yesterday's action. 
Char Pit 
restaurant 
steaks & ~hops 
_elmira road 273-0777 l 
across from Grand Union ., 
TONITE.;;No :COVER CHARGE _c 
. FANTALE" .. 
IDAY .. NO· COVER ·CHARG 
''·GOODFOOT'' -
Formanv- Visions &·--Butch Skeene 
HAP~Y HOUR 3~7 PM·. 50° DRl~K$. 
ATURDAYi-THE'.:FANTASTI 
,,·c·  · ·R--·a c '' 
·. : • 11_ .. , • _ Iii · - . 
NEXT FRIDAY; APRIL·22 
. . ''RALPH'' -.... 
· ·: 1s':.sAc1C 
• ' -,· ' ~:' •• !' ' 
,, 
ANSWER Ji'IVE: In 1953, the 
· Red Soxx and the Detroit Tigers 
scored 17 runs . 
ANSWER SIX: Boston's Jean 
Ratelle; New York Ranger Phil 
Esposito and Montreal's ,Yvan 
Cournoyer 
-Quality Custom 
Framing 
Tht Frame·Sho 
1·5 Years Experience 
414 W~-Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
ARNOLD. PRINTING 
. CORPORATION 
FOR ·ALL YOUR 
.PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRESS & OFFSET 
(607) 272•7800 418 E~ State St. 
Hhaca-N.Y. 
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Summer Session I 
May 30 to June 24 
Mini Session 
June 27 to July 8 
Summer Session U 
July II· to August-5 
Social Science 
Fine Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
Natural Science 
Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
'Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinematography. 
Health 
Recreation 
Work Shops 
Communications Arts 
Business Administration 
ALSO 
.. Summer 
. Repertory 
. .-. * .. ____::.. . l Theatre 
~·.Summer· Recreation at. its Finest. -- ,· 
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0f .,. ~T A B l"' Of Ch', O fu1 e 11s 1 ~ot ow .·.·· / .··· ff' . : i erries 
o - .....,,==.,,.,.,...,~ . O . apartment, only to find my goldfish stretched out 
., 
™ 
by Doug Landback . 4: ·"~;,.•:•:-:'f.:(-\';:<~ J •· :·~~'i:'·_·:;~;1:·: on my carpet, a frantic note beside him. It was his 
~~'t~1SJ!f.i?1' J·:.' }-1~·'.:! handwriting. "I just can't cope anymore!" That's 
''fhe receptionist is smirking. The tattered pages 
of the Outdoor Life magazine I am reading are 
disolving from the perspiration emanating from my 
fingertips. Me, nervous'! Why'! It was my decision 
to come talk with a shrink! The receptionist is 
definately smirking. 
I am not nuts, so don't get the wrong idea. I have 
just had a little trouble "coping", I guess you might 
call it. Nothing serious, I have just had trouble 
accepting the fact that happiness is about as elusive 
as a night of sexual favors with Farrah 
Fawcett-Majors. Sorry about the rhyme. That 
probably wouldn't cheer me up either, but I h~ve 
tried e"erything else. That isn't true, I never t_r1e_d 
spinach, but I always hate the smell; and if 1t 
doesn't smell good, you know it won't.taste good. 
Oh, excuse me- the receptionist is close to tears of 
laughter, it is my turn to go in. 
The doctor is behind his desk, writing in the 
previous patirmt's file. He giggles as he stands up 
to shake my hand. His hand is one of those fleshy 
ones that feels like your shaking hands with a scoop 
of jello. For tho~e of you who have never had the 
opportunity to hold a scoop of jello in Y?ur han~. 
imagine how a dead carp would feel. .. Hi~ hand 1s 
;.weatier than mine. He can't keep a straight face 
either. I don't really know what is so funny, he is 
the one with the brown rug and the red temples. It 
looks like a brown shag on a red linoleum floor. 
Nice idea, but misses by a mile. So much for fir!?t 
impressions. . 
lie manages to gain his composure, excusing 
himself, explaining that the last patient was "crazy 
a.'> a loon!" Very comforting. He is asking me some 
question about why I would be there, paying h~m 
$75 an hour to tell him my problems. I tell him 
what I have told everybody who asks: I have 
problems coping with society- I am basic~lly 
unhappy about this whole "living" thing. He shps 
off his chair, quaking with laughter. "You and _me 
both!" he says. Fuck this asshole. I mean, here 1s a 
guy who makes more money in an hour ~han I m_ake 
in a week and he has the balls to pull this bullshit. I 
just can't deal with this. 
As if that isn't enough, he then proceeds to show 
me a stack of ink blots, asking me to tell him what I 
;.ee. "I see ink blots," I told him. Pretty funny, I 
· thought. . . 
Ile grinned, the caps on his teeth loo~mg as 
obvious as the rug on his head. "If I had a dime for 
e\·erytime I've heard that one!" Eat my shorts, y~u 
fart. .. 
"That looks like a woman with her legs spread . I 
said. and it did, too. The doctor said, "Hmm ... " and 
jotted down my response in my file. . . , 
"And that looks like a car", I say, and 1t d1dn t. (I 
was t<.•sting him.) He jotted down m}'. r~sponse 
again, nodding, saying that he thought 1t did, too. 
He is sicker than I am, but what the hell; 
nobody's perfect. L~_is not a bowl of cherries, it is 
GLASSWARE 
{the oroffil sh~ 
ihecommons 
:;.,' .. " .. -- ... '''\ ,;.,, •. . ·,Q. ... ~\,,, I 1 
-~ ,;~\_;:-,_;:;~;:;f;,·,1 ·.-;-~ ').:'.~.ffiii'i the cowards way out, I thought to myse f. \~½\\/:::f:;~·.,,.. ,:t.'V) .:·-rv/ i I picked him up by the tail and took him into the 
: ·,!.-_:'.:.~-::.> ·,---
1 
.. : ____ ,_ ~~:. .. : l bathroom. I had to flush three times before he 
:: ,; ! 1 , •• r:• 1 was too hungry to try and figure it out. 
, ,;·J.'· /' ~i'.l -~- I would go down. Something symbolic in that, but I 
iJ.·_ ·,: / f, ·- - · .. ~,\ i I went to the phone to call the deli to deliver 
!:.f · : .. /:J / something for dinner. They answered after 14 
· "---~~,,._ - , rings. "Hello, Della's Deli, Can you hold'!" 
,.,_<7:~ Bi~::_~.," . .. -- -·-1 .• d1 
J• ... ,. '-.i~ .:··. , .. ,,::.~ I-~· - ~-.. I.:!°", • '. . 
./' . ._ -~,- .. - ..... :~·.!Jt...:-•1"1,', ~--~ 
a ho~1-~i'';itrT st~·a. walk out, grab my c_oa~ in 
the outer office and stop in front of the receptiomst. 
"\Vhat is so fucking FUNNY'!" She fell onto the 
floor in convulsive laughter. 
_ I left the doctor's office and walked to the corner. 
There before me was the Halftime Lounge. I 
entered and ordered a beer. I watched the end of a 
game show on the TV over the bar. The blonde 
blew the $1,000 question- too bad. 
"You look bummed", says the bartender. 
"llm'!" I looked over at hiw.. 
·'You look bummed." 
"Why'!" I wonder if I really wear my heart on my 
sleeve. I grabbed another handful of peanuts from 
the bowl in front of me. 
"That's an ashtray." 
"Oh." Bummer. The blonde loses $1,000 and I am 
eating cigarette butts from an ashtray. My ~hr!nk 
is a kook and I am unhappy because I can t find 
happiness, I washed down the ashtray debris with 
the last _of mv beer. I stood up, thanked the 
bartender and ·walked toward the door. 
"Cheer up! It could be worse." 
"Oh yeah?" I hate when people say that. 
· "It could be me!" - • 
"Fuck vou." The door slammed behind me. 
I am w;lking down 3rd Street toward the bridge. 
I reallv can't face all the tomorrows. I just can't 
hack it, you know? I wish I could say that this was 
the big finish. I walked up to the bridge attendant, 
fishing in my pockets for a dime to at least get me a 
one way trip. "Toll is lOcents", says the attendant. 
I checked my wallet, only to realize that I had spent 
mv last 50cents for the beer in the bar. 
· .. Do you take checks'!" 
"What are you, a smartass'l'' 
Nobody can take a joke anymore. I walked to my 
Before I could say anything I was placed in the 
land of hold. Something sympolic in that, too. 
"Yeah, could I have a tuna sub and a coke?" 
"Can you hold a second?" 
I always wonder what would have happened if I 
had said no. I can't believe this, I mean- "Yeah, ah, 
that was a tuna sub and a coke'!" 
"Can you hold again please . " 
Dumb bitch, Some business. I swear- "What do 
you mean you don't have any tuna? Lady, I have a 
gun. Unless.you deliver a tuna sub and a coke to 
151 Elmwood. Apartment 3A- THE GIRL GETS 
IT .. .I am NOT a nut... Fuck you.too!" She hung up. 
Pisser. I hung up. No tuna. What a bitch. 
I sat in my chai~ and stared at the empty 
fishbowl. It is always the Quiet ones, I thought to 
rrvselL 
·The sound of something hounding down the 
stairs outside my apartment broke my trance on 
the howl. There was a knock at my door. 
Opportunity knocking. Another knock. Oppqr-
tunity only knocks once. I opened the door and 
found two grapefruits outside. I always wondered 
'why they called them grapefruit. They don't look 
anything like grapes. 
I looked around to see where they might have 
come from only to see a woman struggling with a 
hag of groceries that had slipped out of her hands 
on her four floor climb. "Yo there, heed some 
help'?" She was trying to bend over to pick up a can 
[continued on page 141· 
Study 
0 
an B(aiy 
this Summer 
BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS 
JUNE 16-JUL Y 23 
Art 0 History• Literature 
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus 
iRUN!iY COll..11.IEGlE 
Hartford, Conn. 06106 
Buy l~Get 1.FREE 
~\QNUAL $PRING CELEBRATION 
How To Make 280 Appalachian 
Children Very Happy? ~li'IAM Sl6ER I U\•,A_,,,.~ 6C"IV&A•f1,r•. Q 0 
273~2310 PLAYGROUNDS 
U.C.F. Southern Appalachian 
Work-Camp Project 
Blue Ridge Mt., Great Smokies 
Shenandoah Valley 
Camping Trip-Work l?roject 
leave Mav 8 3 Weeks 
Call: Dale Winter 
Protestant Chaplain 
3185 Chapel 
Limited Number-Scholarships Available 
', ~ .. ,..., ",' ~~,~, ,, '·!·-~ ...... 
T 
_ Y __ PRIL . ____ t ____ . 
THESE ITEMS ·oNLY ON SPECIAL 
-IAKEBOME_ SODA FOUNTAlf5r 
BAGS&BOXES -soFTICELREAM 
LOLLAPALOOZAS(ASST'D) 
5
CON~~-
FL YING SAUCERS (STR~1WBERRY 
CARV~LCUPS -Cf-IOCOLA TE SNO BALLS E t::.C MINI-SUNDAES ___ _ P ACn __ _ 
·o-[DE FA~fittfg SUNDAES PINEA-PPl:E) 
l .. lMIT<lNlo~ EACH KIND BANANABARGE 
CAPT. CARVEL KITES (50 ONL Y1 
FREEO Lo:yo FROZEN YOGUJR V THINNY-THIN FROZEN SAMPLES 0 DIET ARY DESSERT · 
10 ICE CREAM CAKES ·TH~OUGHOUT THE DAY 
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THOSE FRAT ?LE'.DGES .. 
T~EY ,~EAl..L >' C RAtK M£ UP! 
000 Ithaca Festival Comin~ In Fall 
colft from page 7 
and Tompkin~ County Trust 
( 'ompanvl. Since then a good 
fraction of th<· fund~ needed for 
prodtwtion. puhlil'ity, materials 
.nd f1·1", h;1v1· hPPn rai~t·d :rn<l 
'Thi· lt.hal'a Fail Celehra~ion 
( ·0111u1il I,.,... ha., official(\ 
fornll'd. It llll'ludes Ilonorar· 
( hairm.111. Iloward Dillingham 
1 l'rP..,:cl1·11t Enll'ritus, Ithaca 
( 'ollqr1·l. ;,nd rnPmh1·rs Ray Van 
l lo11tt.1· I l'r1 .. ,id1·nt of Tompkins 
( ·ountv 'f'ru.,f ( :ornpan.v), Mayor 
Conl,·v, l>avid Knapp (Provost. 
Cornell University), Tom 
Niederkorn (Chairman, Center 
lor the Arts), Agda Osborn, 
.James Rothschil<l (Rothschild's 
()1•partmn1t Store). Richard 
Ha,:k<·r (the Superintendent of 
.-.;rhooJ.,) .. John Taylor (Commons 
Ad\ ,..,orv Roard) and Thomas 
LPavitt ·(,Johnson Museum). The 
div1·r.,it_v of this group should 
indtl'al 1• th1· extent to which the 
proj1•ct is intended to involve and 
hcndit all segm<'nts of the 
comn111nit v. 
MEMORIAL SERVICE 
Fridav, April 15th--6:00 PM In The 
Muller Chapel Guest Speaker: 
Rabbi Hershel Ja Matt 
: "Why Jews Should 
·: Be Hated" . 
Sponsored By The Ithaca College Hillel 
Now the hardest work begins. 
We are soli<:iting ideas and 
propo~als to put before our four 
arti'itic directors when· they 
arrive April 18, to begin develop 
the celebration. We welcome 
anything from . the most 
elaborate schemes for a work-
shop, performance. demonstra-
tion, to the seedlings of an idea. 
If you can jog, bicycle, twirl a 
hatton, dance,· march, swing a 
hamml'r, make a poster or play a 
cantatta, your skills and ideas 
arc needed. Although we think 
the whole event will have 
"ignificant artistic merit and 
l'ncouragl' students and pro-
fps-;ionals in the .arts to plan 
special programs, we are by no 
means seeking only "artistic" 
ic!Pas and skills. Bring forward 
any activity you think might 
enhanCl' the fe~tival. The overall 
plot we have in mind is a series of 
mini-Pvents and "intimate" pro-
.i<·cts over the month of Septem-
h<>r which will he gradually 
int<'gratl'd toward a large scale 
Dining Out is a Relaxing Therapy, 
Not a Commercial Ba~gain. 
13ACI\~ 
Al Restaurant for All Seasons 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Ring 272-:6484 
' •• : ,., ' '• \ ., ! ·~· 
213-2341 the.big wheel 273-2341 
, WIN A BIKE! . 
_ tome to our store and sien UP to win a nncei> 
new o shinY Viscount Sebrine 10 speed. One of 
the hottest selline bikes on the market! 
CHECK OUT THESE FEATURES: 
* Lieht weieht { only 28 lbs.) 
* AHOY cotterless cranks 
*Shimano 600 hubs and derailleurs 
* Hieb Pressure tires 
tome and see it ·todaY and sien uP for your-
-chance to. win. The bike will ~e aiven away on 
Sunda~. MaY 1st on Recollect1ons on WICB-F 
101 Dr~den Road {between Colleee Ave. & EddY St.l 
!i 
•. 
·., 
\ 
culmination in the final weekend. 
Marilyn Wood will be setting up 
a basic grid of activities, and 
groups and individuals can either 
plug into these or develop their 
own independent offshoots. 
l•:ver_v possible space will be 
usecl; indoors and outdoors will 
flow together. No part of town 
\\ill be isolated, indeed, the 
f<'stivities will draw outsiders 
and allow people to discover 
parts of the community they'd 
had little contact with before. 
F'l'stivities will sweep through 
th<' Hangar Theater, Ithaca 
College, Cocnell. Downtown 
streets. And ""hat a perfect kick 
off this could be for the new 
.~trand Theater! 
The Celebration . Group 
1• s p e c i a 11 .v e n c o u rage s 
carpentl'rs, graphic artists, 
sculptors, architects, engineers, 
media specialists. go join them in 
constructing the airborne sculp-
tun·. in developing workshops, 
puhlicit_v, !low charts, game 
charts, ect. possibly even 
planning a 16MM film of the 
whole explosion for which pro-
duction funding is anticipated. 
Dennis Valinski would like to 
work on four large outdoor group 
sculpture!-> in different parts of 
th<· arPa \1 hich can he seen in 
progress and ceremoniously 
brought together to be launched 
v. ith helium balloons at the end 
\\\<'said they think big). Marilyn 
Wood wants an,vone with an 
activl' body, especially gym-
nasts. joggers, track team, 
dancers, to work up "movement 
lt•ams" which will shift and 
cll'velop energy from center to 
cl'nter arnuncl the Ithaca area. 
Robert Wood \\ould like to talk 
not onlv with musicians but 
farmers: mechanics, children, 
teacher!->, anyone with an object 
that might make a noise, to help 
him cook up an ad hoc gamelon, 
among other improvisations of 
home made instruments. Lots of 
proposals have already come 
forward- from Ithacan- a giant 
• ~••o,• 
Free 
Pina Delivery Ltd. 
2127?lc 'O <Di@ 
mural in the Seneca St. parking 
ramp, transforming shop win-
dows to make everything contin-
uous with the events in the 
... trects. a huge totem pole in the 
mall. a traffic light show, a 
church hell concerto. Take a walk 
do\\ ntown, or on campus, 
\1 h<"rt'V<'r .vou are. and let your 
\1 ildest fantasies inhabit the 
spac('-· a tall office building can 
hPCOlll<' a dance of lights, a few 
kids on hic.vcles may be the 
h1·ginning;, of a new art form--
t h<'n "l'ncl in your i<leas in 
pn•paration for the meetings 
that \I ill hP scheduled for the last 
111•pk;, of April. During this time 
l'he Celebrations Group will be 
~1ving "licll• presentations in 
Ithaca ('ollPge, Cornell, and in 
I he· high school. along with 
~1·m·rati1rg id!'as in street decor-
.it ion for children in the schools, 
and a communal instrument 
making \\orkshop for teachers 
and involved adults. It is impor-
t.ant that propsals be made 
hdon• the artists come to town 
111 ord<>r to make optimum use of 
th1·ir tinw. Rig events take 
organi,ation and preparation. 
l 'l1·asl' ,-.pnd all .vou idt>as (con-
•·rpt I' or \ i,-.ionaryl to Martha 
.~t1·gall. First National Rank, The 
Ithaca Commons, or call 273-8122 
or~?:!- lfi8fi. Thert' arc also plans 
,or a hulletin hoard on the 
l 'ommons to announce future 
events and provide a center for 
prooosals 
ooo<Concertt 
continued from pg. 2 
the way the compromise had 
worked out has generally been 
favorable from all the parties 
involved. One note of discontent 
was raised, however, by Dennis 
Rurroughs, the ALS representa-
tive to Student Congress. He , 
feels that the loan violates the 
spirit of last week's compromise, 
which provided that the tw.o 
organizations work together to 
decide on how the available 
resources for the concert could 
best be spent . 
2MCASU 
COLDBIIII 
[§).,_utmt Prr!J@oo 
0 Groceries ° Kegs 
Party Supplies O Ice. 
Q9009Wl1) ~DS ~C2 
122 N. Aurorn St. 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. 
~TL~LIVER 
TAVERN 
Rest Drinks Anyuliere 
Great Steaks & Seafood 
·w arm,Friendl_v Atmosphere 
Sing-a-Lonp Frid11y&Saturda,.. 9:S(} Open ' 
2027 SLA TERVILLE RD. Tues-Sat 
· 5·.1 
Chavez Condemns Child L8h0~·:: 
The following is an excerpt 
from a letter from Cesar Chavez 
requesting support for the U.F.-
W. 
By Cesar Chavez, Pre!'.ident of 
United Farm Workers of Amer-
ica 
Child labor still exists in our 
country. 
The chilrlren of our nation's 
farm workers - hundreds of 
thousands unrler the age of 16 -
are forced to toil in the fields 
hecause greedy growers won't 
pay their parents a living wage. 
The agriculture industry grows 
richer and more powerful by 
w,ing children as cheap labor - a 
continuing form of slavery. 
Many of you may not want 
to believe it. I don't blame you. 
No one wants to hear about 
children being brutally mistreat-
l'<I. overworked and deprived of 
their education. Rut as hard as it 
i" to believe, it is true. Some of 
.vou may even he saying, no it 
can't he happening in America. 
\\'e have laws protecting our 
children i~gainst such inhuman 
trPatment. I'd like to tell you a 
lctt.ll' about the laws. 
The farm worker's children 
11•ere left out of the first effective 
,·hild labor law that was passed in 
I 9:lH whPn the Fair Labor 
:-tandarcb Act (FLSA) put a 
l11nit on the age of children 
allo\\ Pd to \i·ork in business and 
industry. 
Not only were the children 
ll'ft out ol" child labor laws, hut 
thl'ir parents have heen excluded 
from important labor IPgislation, 
t hu" dPnying them the "elf-help 
fll'ndit<. of collt•ctive bargaining, 
minimum wage legislation, un-
<·m plo.vrnent insuranct'. social 
~1·1·urit.v and workman\ cornpen-
~at ion. Lel't unprotected, farm 
\1 ork1·r" and thPir familie,,, so 
poor and dpsparate. have worked 
for nl·xt to nothing. 
.\gri-giants prospt•r. Anwr-
ll'an children sufi'l'r an<l lo»e. 
For dPcadt•s concerned pt>o-
pll· fought to gl't our childrt>n 
i11!'lt1dl·d in tlw FLS:\. But t.hP 
farm-biol' pol it il'ians c;fopped it. 
Final I~·. in l!-l74 an amendment 
pa"sed making 1t illegal for the 
1.~T011 t·r" to Pmplo_v chil<lren 
undPr I:!. Tht>.v ~till are allowed 
to hin· children bt>tween 12 and 
Iii uuhidt• of school or with a 
"fll'cial permit. 
Despite the law an<l despite 
thl' fact the Department of Labor 
rat!'.., thl' agriculture industry as 
onP of thP three most hazardous, 
voung l'bildren are still working 
111 the fil'lds. Child lahor laws are 
ran•I.\ enforl'cd. The infrequent 
t 1rn1•.., l'iolators are taken to 
!'ourt. t hl· fint>s an• merely token 
or charge" are dismissed. 
,\grihusiness is encouraged to 
kPPp t hPir inl"ant labor force. 
Ir an.v clt•cent-thinking peo-
plP lwlil'Vl' "Farm work is good 
for childn•n", they soon change 
thPir minds when thev hear the 
tragie stat1"tics abo~t farm -
\\Orkl'r~ and I.heir children: the 
infant mortalit.v ratl' is 125 
pnc1•nt above the national aver-
agP, n•spirator.v and digl'stive 
d1"pa,-,t·.., are 2 to 5 percpnt 
1.:T1·all'r. and tuhcrculosis is 260 
p1·r<·t·nt bighPr than the gem•ral · 
population. 
1-:\'L•ry da.v thl• .\'oung child-
n·n 11 orking in thl' fil'lds destrov 
t lwir hl'alth hPcau..,l' of th.l' 
eo11..,tant du..,t and deadly pt>!>ti-
('1()1•,. ,\ nrl th1•.v ri~k injury and 
dPath from th1• ht•avv macbinerv 
that i" <.ueh a hig part ~f 
\n!l'rican farm \~Ork. Their 
fut un· ... a lift, PXJll'rlanev 20 
yt··,r~ ll'~s than otht•r children. 
featuring 
Steaks, Seafood, and 
King- sized Sandwiches 
r--- ........ ------ ------, 
I FREE DRAFT I 
:WITH PURCHASE OF 1 
1 ANY SANDWICH OR: 
L DINNER 
- - - ._.. _____ ,....J 
Good Sunday through Thursday 
Offer expires April 28 
Open H A.M .. A A.M. 
Upstairs overlooking Cafe 
Square at the Pyramid Mall 
~ 
/ d/fllit.ri~ 
PYRAMID MALL l.......... , , , ] TELEPHONE 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 (607) 257-3377 
' 
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Wl· dP,,pi~e the exploitation of 
our ehildrPn and are determined 
to ... top it.. After 12 years of 
..,acrifice and struggle I KNOW 
TIii-: ONLY WAY TO PROTECT 
TIIE RIGHTS OF OUR CHILD-
REN rs TO EXPAND OUR 
~MALL DENOCRATIC UN Ion. 
Farm workers don' want to ask 
ta,11a~·1·rs for hl'altb and welfare 
as~istan<'e ... they want a strong 
union so they can take care of 
t hPm<.elve~ an<l their families. 
.\nd wt• arP getting stronger 
h"<'ausl· pPople like you are 
hPlping u~. Together we passed 
th<' 197S California Agricultural 
f ,ahor Relations Act - the first 
la\\ giving farm workers the 
right to vote for a union of their 
l'hoicl'. Wt• havP won almost 70 
p1•rc1•nt of the ell'ctions hl'ld so 
t'ar. 
I'm plPasl'd to 
anol.h('[' victory. 
signl'd a 5 year jur1sd1ct10nal 
aggn•l'ment with the Western 
Conf Prl'nl'e of Teamstl'rs. Undl'r 
Lht• pact. the Teamsters' jurisdic-
tion inelu<les workers covere<l by 
thP ft•dt>ral National Labor RPla-
t.ions Aet. The United Farm 
Work<'rs (UF'W) will rl'prcsPnt 
workprs undPr the California 
Agriculal Labor Rdations Hoard 
(ALRBl. 
But this important break-
through is alrea<ly jeopardized. 
The growers havl' found nl'W 
wpapom, to use against us. They 
an• forming "company unions" in 
ypt. another attempt to confuse 
and intimi<late farm workers and 
their families. They have also 
intensified efforts to destroy and 
prevPnt enforcement of tht> Cali-
fornia law. A legislatiw ovcr-
..,ight committee, whose job is to 
monitor the operations of the 
ALim. is instead acting in 
1·onl'l'rl with huge corporatl· 
farm intnests by puttting politi-
l'al pn•ssun• on the ALRR and its 
~t;1ff. And, the agribusim•ss 
lohhy i, now pushing for amend-
llll'nh \\ hich will cripple the 
"t alut1·. 
That's why we urgently 
n!'!'d .vour financial help. \Ve 
mu"t mohilizl' as many of our 
pPoplP as possible so· we l',tn 
organizt• for elections whill' we 
~till haw thl· protection of lhis 
good l,m. It's vital our Union 
huild a "trong hasp in California 
,o \IP can continue to grow 
h1·lping farm worker families all 
at'l'O"'- tht• country brPak out of 
t hP agrlt'ulturP system that 
,t•!'ks to kl'l'p thPm enslaved. 
Our tinw is limited. So is 
our rnonPy. The hat ties we won 
havl' twen !'Ostly. And, I admit 
111· an• tin•d hut thP progress we 
ha11· 111adl• and tht• chance we 
1101\ ha\·1• for frel'ing our children 
l'ro111 Uw pain of hunger and 
in,111,t ii'<' g1v1•s us the strength to 
go on. 
Y <HJ 111 ,.v know all of us 
1\ork111g fo, the UFW receive 
0111.1 $S.00 a wePk plus board. 
E\'!·r.v dollar goes t.o basics: 
food. printing. telPphone, and 
ga, \\ hieh hy itself is an 
c•normous 1•xpensP, as you well 
k 110\\ . 
l'IPa~l' help hy scnrling your 
..,t•nding ~·our check today - as a 
,vmhol of vour commitment to bl' 
part of t.h1• strugglt• to end the 
,•,ploitation of l'hildren. 
IIPlp t.h1·m not h.v pity. hut 
hv jo111111g' our non-violent strug-
gl,· for ju..,tict• whieh unites 
l>rtl\\ n. h]at'h and white in the 
ro111111on 1·,n,..,1• of splf-hl'lp and 
~ .. 11 .!1'11•r111ination. 
\\ it h good pPoplP likt• you 
lwlp111g u, it l"an and will he 
don<·' ' 
lfoJp /\,1•t•dt•d to Au!->lralia after 
1-:raduation. Call x51-t and a!'>k for 
Salh. If a man an!->Wl·rs, hang up. 
COMPUTER CONSULTANTS 
Academic Computer Services has openings 
next tall for students with good programming skills 
and a continuing interest in computing and in 
helping others Statistics or husiness skills are 
t>X<'Pptionally desirable. Students work 6-12 hours 
fWr ,•.;N•k. 
To apply, Contact Lorraine Bodison. 
FriendsllO DfMEDIATELY 
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The Department of Politics is pleased to present 
the third ll'cture in the Spring-Marxist-Feminist 
l(•clurc SPries. Professor Rosalyn Baxandall of 
SUNY at Old Westbury will speak on "Women 
Workers in the USA, 1890-1976: Emerging Sex and 
Cla..,s Consciousness." lier talk will be based on 
much of the work she did with historians Linda 
Croton and Susan Reverby for their recently 
published hook America's Working Women. 
Professor Raxandall has published widely on the 
i..,sue of working women and the union movement. 
The lecture is open to -the public and we hope you 
will attend. She will speak on Wednesday, April 
20th, in Textor 103 at 8:00 p.m. on t.he Ithaca 
CollcgP campus. 
The Strand Theater, an Ithacan landmark that is 
being restored for use as a live stage, needs 
volunteers to help with cleaning and painting, fund 
raising. rigging and electrical work. A summer 
stage crew is also needed. For further information 
contact Gail Gail MacColl, Community Service 
Coordinator, x33l l. 
STUDENT I•'INANCIAL AID BULLETIN 
In response to the concern voiced by the 
Corporation's Advisory Council and many individu-
al financial aid officers, the filing deadline for 
1976-77 Student Payment Applications has been 
extended from March 31, 1977 to Friday, April 15, 
1977. The Corporation will accept all applications 
postmarked no later than midnight, April 15, 1977. 
It is important to note that April 15, 1977 is the 
deadline for filing applications. This date is not a 
processing deadline. All applications meeting the 
filing· deadline will be processed by the Corpora-
tion. This includes all applicants listed on any of 
the rosters with a status of "B'' or "B,C", i.e. those 
students whose applications are "in review" 
pending receipt of additional information and/or 
determinations of independent status. 
The Art History Program is sponsoring a 
lecture by Kenneth Lindsay, Professor of Art 
History at SUNY Binghamton, on the art of 
Kandinsky. The lecture, "Kandinsky's figurative 
non-figuration," will be held in Friends 207 at 4:00 
I'M on Monday, April 18. All students are 
welcome. 
The Death of Innocence, and environmental 
multi-media art piece designed by Ithaca College 
junior Steven Rolleri, will be performed at Ithaca 
College on April 15th at 8:00PM in the dance studio 
of the Ren Light Gy:n. 
The Death of Innocence discusses the growth, 
development, and manipulation of peoples in 
America's various environments. 
The performance of the piece combines slide 
projl•ctions. graphic art, music, and body 
movement. 
Open to thl· public, and admission is free . 
Sl•n1or.., ·tomorrow. April 15, is the last day to have 
I lll'(HnpJt,tp g-radcs ehangl'<I in those courses you 
\1 ill lw n(•Pding for graduation. Remind your 
prof('ssor~ Wl' nl'l'O thl• gradl·s in the Registrar's 
Olli1•1· h.v April 15. 5 P.M. 
Fridav. ,\pril 15 is thl' last day to turn in your 
11 our~1· Rq,:-btration for next Fall. Pll'ase check to 
~,·1· 1 ou have followed the corn•ct instructions 
hl'fo~l' turning in your completed matl•rial. 
Deadline time is 5 P.M., in the Registrar's Office. 
All students who ordered replacement ID cards 
before April 1. should stop at the Registrar's Office 
and pick them up. Please bring your temporary ID 
with you since we need it when you pick up your 
permanent one. 
),r:: ~--:~!;'"':.' :.:·.-" .,o,o,o jCh:trrie$,-. 
. _.'." ':. '. : .: ,: . -.· :.(contmue~ft.om page 11 .~ 
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:_, Depending on weather CO!]di-
tion& this Saturday a large 
t'urnout is expected. Spectators: 
are welcome and admission· is 
free. The races will take place on 
the flood control channel with the 
finish line near Johnson's Mari-
na. The action begins 12:00 noon 
starting with the freshmen races 
and capped by the varsity 
heavyweight race at approxi-
mately 2:30 PM. Since Cornell's 
first varsity heavyweight hi:>at 
will he racing in San Diego, that 
final race will be with their 
second boat against the IC 
varsity. In between will be all 
junior varsity and.. lightweight 
races. The IC women will not 
compete, they open their season 
travelling to SYRACUSE THIS 
Saturday. 
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of tomato soup, losing the whole bag again: 
The tumultous crash left her groceries around 
my feet. "Sure, why not." She collapsed in a heap 
on the stairs. "This just hasn't been my day." 
I could identify with that. I bent down to pick up 
her groceries when my eyes caught onto a can of 
tuna. "Oh yeah- my goldfish is swimming in that 
big fishbowl in the sky, my shrink is crazier than I 
am, I didn't have the coin to get onto the bridge to 
jump, the deli doesn't have tuna- you had a bad 
day! Lady, you may have problems too, but you do 
have tuna! I have some beer. Why not come on 
down and we can commiserate a bit'?" 
She walked down the stairs and grabbed the bag 
out of my hands. "What are you, some kind of sick 
person'! A pervert or something'!" She turned 
about face and made the final steps of her journey 
without a mishap. Too bad. 
I turned and went back into my apartment, 
closing the door behind me. I fell back into my easy 
chair, falling back into the trance on the fishbowl. I 
really miss his smiling face. My eyes began to mist 
and the lump in my throat began to swell. I 
wondered what it would be like to be a fish. 
Probably not that great. I can't swim. Pisser. I just 
can't deal with it. 
April 16- Marist at 
Poughkeepsie 
April 23- Maietta and Mer-
rhant Marine at home 
April 24- Dillingham Cup at 
Buffalo 
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Puzzle Answers 
SA VE 5 T A B S 
TR E E T I B E T 
AR I L E L UDE 
NEED GOOD'.PAYING 
SUMMER WORK? 
AS 0 N AL • N E T T E R ll.OOKING FOR HARD WORKERS. 
SKULLS TAPEDECK 'llro,, MUST RELOCATE. . MOLES MOL°AR•RUN A• CS C 0-C ARE HAVE ENTIRE SUMMER FREIE. 
SEE•,8,Q~ED PQ,,SE 
MAKE $220 A WEEKo 
FOR AN INTERVIEW 
APPOINTMENT CALL 277-4990. 
HARDENER LEVEES 
EVER POSE 
S L AT ES • D I V 0 R CED 
H 0 MER M I NE S A 1G E 
E R E C T ov ER U IS s 
D E NT S B E D S P IA R K 
oannon Yoeurt Sale 3 for $1 
Sandwhich Ot The Day 93' 
Discount Beer Prices 
Cones. Shakes. Sundaes 
oannY-Yo Soft frozen Yoeurt Plus Many Other Deli Items · 
Hours: Open Til Midnite Sunday Thru Th 111-i;.day 
Friday & Saturday Til 2AM 
' ·---. -
S.A.B. Recreation Committee Presents 
12 HOUR DANCE 
MARATHON FOR THE 
MICHAEL BOND 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
WHEN:· SATURDAY APRIIL 22, ]. 977 
WJHUERIE: TERRACE ]I)IMNG JHIA1LIL 
'IrIIMIE:- IFRIDA Y 3:00 lPlW 
TO §A1r1IJ1RDAY 3:0~ AM 
fPRI.S WILL BE AWARDED 
lFor JFurther llimfonnation And Siwi-lUps 
Go To The O.ffice Of Campus Activitie§ 
. 
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I . .r, I ~ ! - Teachers wanted all levels I Qf" 6Q (l, ! Foreign and Domestic Teachers 
'----------...,;;;..._.· Box 1063 Vancouver, Wn. 98660 
THE FINGER, LAKES FROL· - --u·· · ~ 
ICS DATING DIRECTORY --•I · 
Provides a way to express your P'?I ~UI. .~ / 
individuality and meet the nicest _;..· ---~--....,;=-
pt•ople. Endose a 13 cent stamp · 
for details . write Happy Birthday White Rab.~it. 
Box 64 Lansing, N. Y. See you in Washiogtonlandu 
14882 Love always, 
For Sale - Kenwood KX-910 
Cassette Deck. Has Dolby, 
Mic/line mixing, memory rewind 
and more. ExceUent condition. 
SHM). Jon, 272-6519. 
For Sale 
Walerbcd. Never Used. S25.00 
("all Steve 277-4121. 
For Sale C.B. - 40 channels iWith 
full warranty-midland model · • 
number 77-882 Include ANL,NB 
nnd Delta Tune. Yours for $150 
Contact Corey x751 or 273-9896. 
DISCOUNT STEREO 
EQUIPMENT. A total to=ept 
in scnmd design- & service. 
Comaet Seth of "AUDIO--DE-
)U41t". Taleott RIQ. 3i7 or eall 
272·9'123 or X545. -· 
IZOD 
1,aCm,t Shirts. SAVE 20%. 
Regularly S18.00. Now S14.40. 
Available in: Navy blue, Powder 
blue, Green, Red, White, Yel-
low, Tan Brown. Sizes: S M L 
XL. Call Andy Liss at 273-9776 
or centrex 686, after 5 PM. 
For Sale 
l BunkBed 
1 Table 
!Rug 
All in excellent condition 
("ull Bob or Dave at 274-3472 or 
X472 
Summer Sublet: Ideal location. 
Large, 4 or 5 bedroom house. 
Reasonable price. Starting June 
1st. Call 272-3925. 
Su~~r Sublet: 
Beautiful one bedroom ·apt. be-
t ween Collegetown and down-
town with spacious livingroom 
and kitchen. Call 273-8396 
Suhlt•t 
F1•mal<' waqted. One large room 
in four-bedroom house. Call 
!-3-7fik7. 
Alice 
"We fo~nd friends with smiling 
faces ... 
The "new sisters" of D Phi. 
P.S. That includes you too, 
Eskwith. 
Beatrice'., 
' Thanks for the great weekend, 
but how· are we going to explain 
the hole in the ceiling. Remem-
ber keep it clean, but if not, give 
me a call. 
Limmy 
Dear Heazx and Karin, 
Parks and X-rated movies are 
part of communist plot to -over-
throw the students of America. 
Dear Liz, 
Love, 
TAR 
Big sis; I will remember you, 
Think of you, 
Prey for you. 
And when the day is thru, 
I'll still remember you. 
. With all my love, 
Little Sis, Karen 
Ride Desperately Needed to 
tong Island or New York City on 
Thur&day · April 21 Will share 
driving and expenses Call Corey 
\723 or 273-9530 
TAKING THE LSAT IN JULY? 
I.SAT Review Weekend.at the 
Treadway-Mohawk Inn, 1060 E, 
Genesee St. -syracuse, NY, July 
9 and 10. Call Law Board 
Review . Center, collect [9141 
623-4029 or (914) 234-3702. $85. 
Special group rates for 5 or 
more. 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPOR-TS 
America.n Indian 
Arts and Crofts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall 
-2774916 
ROBERT __ KROUT IN CONCERT 
.FRL APRll..- 15 . 9:pM _ 
MULLER CHAPEL 
WINE AND CHEESE 
AFTERWARD IN OUR OFFICES 
·· SPONSERED BY 
NEWMAN COMMUNITY 
~ " -_ )ii ~ 
e1,,~, 11t~~ .. 
AMERICA.f'! .& .CHINESE RESTAURANT 
• COCKTAILS 
• O~CERS,TO TAKE OUT 
.124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, N.·Y. l4850 
i : ·. TE\., '(607) ~73-1234 - -· __: . . 
.. ,.: 111.oc t,. .. ., •• c \\11'1 ... ,1\1\t. 1111.11:1 ·11_11, 0\111 C 111!111\I, Ill\ 1111 \11 
·: --.. 
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-JDDAY-'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLI ooo Business 
UNtTEO FeJ!lure..Syndlcate pu.z·/IIJI! J _ 
ACROSS 41 Palntingre- Mre 
dient 
c:oaUnued &om PS• 1 
appointments leaa one to wonder 
what influence the president has 
in the final decision despite the 
mechanics of a search committee. 1 Suffix with · 43 Piers inner or up- 44 At any time 
per 45 Assume a 
5 Keep for posture 
future use 46 Designates 
9 Knife 49 No longer 
thrusts married 
1 4 -- -- about 53 Greek epic 
1 5 Evergreen poet 
16 Its capital is 54 Pronoun 
Lhasa 55 Judicious 
1 7 City in Israel 56 Vertical 
1 8 Seed outer 5 7 Located 
covering above: 
1 9 Evade Prefix 
20 01 part of a 58 Avails 
year oneself of 
22 Tennis play- 59 Fender 
er blemishes 
23 In good 60 Garden 
order areas 
24 Religious 61 Bani! Na-
11eader tional ----
25 Frameworks 
of heads 
28 Recording 
unil: 2 
words 
32 Small skin 
growths 
33Grinding 
tooth 
34 Cause to 
function 
35 Moves Ina 
curve 
36 Exhibit fear 
37 Solicitude 
.38Notice 
39 Propelled a 
boat 
40 Legal force 
DOWN 
1 Extinct 
birds 
2 Formerly 
3 Bird 
, 4 Bridges 
5 Remains in-
tact 
6 Adorn 
7 Something 
that 
screens 
8 Lamprey 
9 More ex-
pensive 
1 O Inclined 
answer~ 
page 14 
11 Border on 
12 "Adam----" 
Eliot novel 
1 3 Ending with 
team or 
gang 
21 Paintings 
22 Without 
lace value 
24 Turned 
white 
25 Break 
26 Former 
Asian coun-
try 
2 7 Corrupting 
condition 
28 Loom 
29 Murder· 
- Stang 
30 Swear 
31 Animal 
Joints 
33 Garden tool 
36 lcecream 
units 
37 Hides: 2 
words 
39 Goes back 
40 Mexican 
com 
42 Discover 
43 Amour par-
ties 
45 Suffered in-
tense long-
ing 
46 Cause to 
pour forth 
4 7 Accumulated 
beliefs 
48 Prayer sign-
off · 
49 Aviator's 
maneuver 
50 Spanish 
house 
51 German 
river 
52 Furniture 
item 
54 Crime syn-
dicate: In-
formal 
Another more assuring -
change in the Business School 
take place next semester. 
Starting in the Fall of 1977, 
st11rll•nt.s will be allowed to work 
t0\1 ard a R.S. degree in finance 
or personnel and i'ldustrial rela-
tions. Previouslv the srhool has 
off<•red rlcgr<'e; in only two 
field,. Arcounting and Business 
.\rlmini:-Lration. 
HICKEY'S 
. 201 S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE 
Music-Store 
FIRST 
ASSEMBLY 
OFGOD 
'2 3 4 6 . 7 8 10 11 12 13 520 W. Seneca Sf. 
14 
17 
20 
32 
35 
38 , 
"' 
53 
56 
59 
Lansing 
Rev. Richard J. Thomas 
'F.J-~llJ 
l.iult· Hhu- Bu!-, At 
Fla~ Pole 9::Jo AM 
· Sum:lav!-1 
sennas 
~unday School 9:45 a.m. 
. Morning Worship' 11 a.m. 
Evening Service .. 7 p;m. 
f.'/11·i ... 1-0r- ./11 ... , 
.1/wut llim '! 
Diseount Liquor 
The newest ''Spirit and Wine Shop·· in the area cordially 
·welcomes you to stop in tind browse--you're certain to be 
impressed by the large selection. . 
WHY SHOP HERE? - - The lowest prices allowed by law 
Discount's Available· on all wine 
., 
PERSONAl. SERVICE - - Special Requests Honored!!! 
I 
CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT - 2 entrances [from the 
Mall or the Parking Lot] to our spacious-store. 
itl B: LANSING 
... :,.,.. 
DIS-COUNT LIQUOR. 
Pp-amid Mall 
''Spirit and Wine Shop" 
Mon'A3at.· 9:30-10 
. ! 257- 5675 
-· JE·FF .STREE_SEMAN, -the 9wner 
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DOODLE. FIE'NDS,· 
' ' - ' 
' . 
. YOUR Tl'.ME: _ . ,, ~_;_.: 
. HAS CO-ME •. , ·, I 
. . 
THE 1977 CAYUGAN .GRAFFITI PAGE IS·-HERE. 
· - . TRA.-LA! - . - - - _·. -
1r0DAY, TOMORROW --AND SATURDAY, · 
. FROM 11 A.M •. TO 4 P.M. IN-_ 
I\ 
THE EGBERT.UNI.ON, 
. -
THE 1977 CAYUGAN GRAFFITI PAGE WILL 
. . . 
;. BE PRESENT FOR LIT-ERARY MU-TILATION, 
.. · . - ... 
. DOODLONIOUS SKULDUGGERY, SCANDALOUS 
ACCUSATl(»NS,"ND VAFIYIN.G CALIBRATIONS 
- ' - . . , - - , . - . . . 
OF ·PHILOSOPHICAL WISDOM. 
· (Please keep it re~Btively Clean as. the editor 
' does. not wish to defend' himself. against . 
: a· thousand -irate moth&rs .come ·Sept.ember~-)-·· 
. S~ _O~-CE-AGA-IN, 
l . IN CASE- YOU HAVE·N'T' BEEN 
' . -
- ' . 
PAYING ATTl::NTION9 THE-197? CAYUGAN _ · 
- . ' (that's a yearbook;-yeu kn.ow) . 
- - .,. ' . 
GRAFFITI PAGE.I$ HERl::·,NO.W,,. _ .. · - -__ _ · , 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, AND SATURDAY, ·· . 
(The 14th9 15th, and 18th, for thOse of yOu . -. •· 
- . - . 
with calendar.- --w.--tChes-.) _ -. --- 7 -- _ _ 
- - ~ --- ' 
· - COME.AND GIVE·t.C. -
Y OUR-T\¥0C:El\lTS'.WORl9He _· -
P.S. PENS WILL':!BE Pl10Y1DJ;D :-Af .. ::rM-.JA.1$,Lii.-iN:~/J:81;:~·liN..ION.PL.E:4S~~ .· ., . ·: _. 
-. DO -~or 'TAKJi;:TH~M·,c,R.-:,WE·_.·-w.tt":11-· F.P.RCED-tO?TRIIK-YQ\J:,.-D:OW.N ----~ - ~- . 
__ . AN_D -~R~-w·_FUNNY· ~ITT_tE··.THlr,IG-/A,J..L~C;IV~,t~.:Y,OU~~---0'.0k<PiCTURE.: , .:·.. . 
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